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Abstract 
Recent work on infinitary versions of the lambda calculus has shown that the infinite lambda 
calculus can be a useful tool to study the unsolvable terms of the classical lambda calculus. 
Working in the framework of the intersection type disciplines, we devise a type assignment 
system such that two terms are equal in the infinite lambda calculus iff they can be assigned 
the same types in any basis. A novel feature of the system is the presence of a type constant 
to denote the set of all terms of order zero, and the possibility of applying a type to another 
type. We prove a completeness and an approximation theorem for our system. Our results can 
be considered as a first step towards the goal of giving a denotational semantics for the lambda 
calculus which is suited for the study of the unsolvable terms. However, some noncontinuity 
phenomena of the infinite lambda calculus make a full realization of this idea (namely the 
construction of a filter model) a quite difficult task. @ 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
An infinitary version of I-calculus was presented by Berarducci at the meeting “Com- 
mon foundations of logic and functional programming” held in Torino, Feb. 1994, and 
at the conference in honor of Roberto Magari, Siena, April 1994 (published in [7]). An 
infinite I-calculus was independently developed at about the same time by Kennaway, 
Klop, Sleep, and de Vries (see [30]) with some differences reflecting the different mo- 
tivations, as we will explain in the following. In October 1994, Berarducci met Klop in 
Pisa on occasion of a talk Klop gave on the infinite J.-calculus. Motivated by previous 
work with Intrigila [8], Berarducci was mainly interested in applications of infinite 
L-calculus to the study of the properties of unsolvable terms in the classical R-calculus. 
In particular he defined a special class of unsolvable terms which he called mute and 
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argued that the mute terms should be considered the terms which represent the notion 
of “completely undefined computation”. To substantiate this claim he proved that it 
is consistent to simultaneously identify all the mute terms to an arbitrarily fixed term 
(not necessarily mute). This property is not shared by the class of unsolvable terms, 
and not even by the smaller class of easy terms as shown by [33]. Easy terms have 
been studied also in [4,24-28,32,54]. Berarducci showed that the mute terms in his 
version of the infinite A-calculus played the same role that the unsolvable terms played 
in the theory of Bijhm trees [5]. The main result of [7] is that if we equate all the 
mute terms, then the infinite A-calculus is Church-Rosser and every term has one and 
only one infinite normal form. It then follows that the infinite normal forms constitute 
a model of the A-calculus which is similar to the model of B&m trees but which does 
not equate all the unsolvable terms. To understand the idea behind infinite il-calculus 
the reader can take a look at Definition 2.5 and Fig. 1 before continuing. Applications 
of the infinite ,?-calculus to the study of the easy terms of the classical L-calculus are 
given in [9]. 
Klop and his collaborators on the other hand were interested in generalizing their 
earlier work on transfinite reduction sequences in the context of term rewriting systems 
[29]. In [30] several versions of the infinite I-calculus are defined but it is shown that 
only three of them have good properties. These three calculi can be distinguished by 
the behavior of the element 1. In the version corresponding to the B&m trees we 
get I M =J_= 3x. J_ and i can be interpreted either as “lack of information” or as 
“unsolvable term”. In the version corresponding to the lazy L-calculus -L=_L M # LX. I 
and I can be interpreted either as lack of information or as unsolvable term “of order 
zero”, namely not reducible to an abstraction 3Jc.M. In the version corresponding to 
the one in [7] J_x. I, i M and I are pairwise distinct and i is interpreted as a “mute 
term”, namely an unsolvable term of order zero which cannot be further decomposed 
as the application of a term of order zero to some other term. In the latter version we 
cannot interpret I as lack of information, since this would obviously imply I A4 =I 
(where = is p-conversion). To denote lack of information we will use instead Sz. The 
consistency of the infinite i-calculus is guaranteed by a Church-Rosser theorem. In 
[30] this is proved for reduction sequences of every ordinal length, while in [7] one 
considers only reductions of length o and proves a Church-Rosser theorem for the 
system consisting of the terms arising from finite terms. 
An infinitary version of the A-calculus was also studied in [35] but without a related 
notion of infinite P-reduction. Salibra and Goldblatt [44] consider an equational treat- 
ment of A-calculus with an application to the infinite ;l-calculus. They also point out 
the fact that a rigorous definition of the substitution operator for the infinite A-calculus 
requires special care. 
In this paper we deal with the version of [7]. In particular Lx. I, J_ M and I are 
all distinct, so not only we do not identify all the unsolvable terms, but we do not 
even identify all the unsolvable terms of order zero. The price to pay is the presence 
of some non-constructive features: there is no algorithm to test whether a term has a 
“top normal form” (the mute terms are those without top normal form). An analogous 
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of mute terms for term rewriting systems (where no binding of variables is allowed) 
is given in [31]. 
In July 1994, Mariangiola Dezani proposed to investigate the infinite ;l-calculus using 
the “intersection type disciplines”. Fifteen years ago, Dana Scott introduced in [47] the 
information systems for solving domain equations. They have been recognized as a 
powerful tool for describing the denotational semantics of programming languages [52]. 
Abramsky’s paper [l] is a mile-stone in this field, since the given formalism (domain 
prelocales) is quite powerful. In fact domain prelocales allow to represent SFP domains, 
so in particular Plotkin’s powerdomain construction [37]. The main contribution is 
Abramsky’s use of Stone duality to synthesize domain theory and logic of programs. 
Intersection type disciplines are a simple case of information systems. They have 
been used for describing I-models. The i-theory of the model described in [6] is 
just the equality of B&m trees 1411. In particular, every inverse limit construction 
can be very easily mimicked by a suitable type assignment system [lo, 22,421. This 
technique has also allowed the construction of a Scott domain where all and only the 
terms with a normal form have an interpretation bigger than a given element [12], 
thus giving a denotational meaning to normal forms. Moreover, there are suitable filter 
models isomorphic to Plotkin’s and Engeler’s models, respectively [38]. Lastly, %- 
models whose domain is a qualitative or quantitative domain and the functions are 
stable functions have corresponding filter models [23, 171. All previous models are 
models for the classical A-calculus, but intersection type disciplines are also suitable 
for describing models of the AI-calculus [5 1,211, of the lazy A-calculus [2], of the call- 
by-value [IS, 401, of the lazy call-by-value I-calculus [39], and of extensions including 
some parallel features (concurrent A-calculus) [3, 14, 151. 
In this approach, a A-model is described, in a finitary way, by a system assigning 
types to terms, such that the interpretation of a term in the model is the set of types 
which can be deduced for it. This can be expressed through the slogan: 
“the meaning of a program is the set of all the propositions which are true of it”. 
Logical presentations of domains are very simple, and yet useful to study theories of 
models. In fact, they are finitary descriptions, and this is essential to prove properties 
of the interpretations of terms. In particular, they allow standard techniques for proving 
approximation theorems, which are key steps in showing semantic equalities between 
terms, adequacy with respect to operational semantics, etc. 
A natural question is whether the denotational approach can be used to analyze the 
infinite il-calculus. To achieve this goal, our original idea was to extend the intersection 
type disciplines with a new feature: the application u/? between two types c1 and fi. In 
the intended interpretation a term has type c@ if it can be expressed as the application 
of two terms, the first of type a and the second of type B. One must also introduce 
a new type constant [ to be interpreted, in the closed term model, as the set of all 
terms of order zero (briefly zero terms). Note that the closed zero terms form a proper 
subset of the unsolvable terms. The resulting types are then rich enough to distinguish 
between various kinds of unsolvable terms of order zero in the closed term model. The 
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mute ones will only have type [ (besides the universal type o), while the others will 
also have types of the form [a, [a/I etc., reflecting the fact that they can be expressed 
as an unsolvable term of order zero applied to some other term. We realized that in 
order to simplify our treatment it was better not to introduce a type for the mute terms: 
after all they are already characterized for not having other types besides i and w. Our 
types can thus discriminate various classes of unsolvable terms, and this gave us hope 
to be able to find a filter model in which the model of [7] could be isomorphically 
embedded. We have partially succeeded in the sense that one of our results is that 
two terms have the same filter (i.e. they can be assigned the same types) iff they are 
equal in the infinite L-calculus (Theorem 8.12). What is still lacking however is a good 
notion of application which turns the set of filters into a I-model. 
Finding the correct definition of the set of types, their semantic interpretation and 
also the type assignment system, was a much more difficult task than we expected. 
To see why, let us discuss in some detail the definition of the set of types and their 
interpretation. Usually, following [45], the type a + /.I is interpreted as the set of all 
terms which applied to a term of type a yield a term of type p. This is called the simple 
semantics of types [ 191. In this semantics the types deducible for an q-redex are also 
deducible for its contracturn [19], and this disagrees with the fact that in the infinite 
I-calculus they are in general unrelated. However, Scott in [46] proposes a second 
interpretation (the F-semantics according to [19]) where one requires in addition that 
a term of type CI --+ /3 must be reducible to a term beginning with a I-abstraction, i.e. 
it should not be a zero term. So we chose this second alternative. In the F-semantics 
the universal type o is different from o --t w : this is not exempt from complications. 
Indeed, since our system has a type [ to represent the set of all zero terms, we are 
now in presence of two types with empty intersection: the type [ itself, and the type 
w + o. Hence, the type [ A(o + w) is not inhabited (in any model) and the question 
arises whether we should consider it a legal type at all. We are thus lead to consider 
a set of “pretypes” and a smaller set of “types” where some obviously empty types 
like the one above are forbidden (Definition 3.6). The filter of a term will consist of 
types from the smaller set. The definition of the set of types is not immediate since 
after excluding the obviously empty type C A (w 4 o) we must still decide whether a 
finite intersection like (ai -+ /3i ) A . . . A (a, + /?,,) is empty. The decisive idea comes 
from Scott theory of information systems [47]: consistent inputs should give consistent 
outputs. So, if we interpret the above intersection as the step function which gives an 
output in AiE, pi whenever the input is in AiE1 ai (where I is a subset of { 1,. . . , n}), 
then we must require that if A,,-[ pi is empty, so is /jiEr C(i. The definition of the types 
is thus obtained by pruning the set of pretypes according to Scott’s prescription. This 
excludes for instance (o + (w + 0)) A (w -+ c), because given an input in w we 
would get an output in (o + o) A [, which is impossible since the latter is empty. 
Scott’s idea however does not solve all the problems. A type like ((0 + w) + 
0 A (c -+ (o + w)) is not forbidden by the above considerations, so we consider 
it a legitimate type, and yet a moment of reflection shows that this type cannot be 
inhabited by a closed term. Indeed if A4 were an inhabitant of this type, then M would 
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We tried to keep the non-constructive features to a minimum by condensing them in 
a rule that permits to assign the type i to any unsolvable term of order zero and in a 
standard (Eqg) rule . Our type assignment system (Definition 5.4) is sound in the sense 
that if a type CI is assigned to a term M, then M will have semantically that type in 
any environment in the closed term model A[, and more generally in every “adequate” 
model (Definitions (3.3)). It is important to stress that it would not be sound to assign 
[ to a solvable zero term XMI . . .Mk, because in some environment the interpretation 
of xM, . . . Mk is not a zero term. 
We had to abandon any claim to capture exactly the closed term model (Goal 2) 
after we realized that At suffers from some non-continuity phenomena which are dif- 
ficult to take into account unless one introduces some infinitary features in the type 
assignment system. (This would not be sensible since the point of this work is to 
analyze the infinitary notions of the infinite il-calculus in terms of finitary notions like 
type, approximant, and deduction.) To illustrate the lack of continuity of the closed 
term model consider the fixed point combinator Y. It is easy to see that YY is an 
unsolvable term of order zero, however we cannot detect this fact by looking only at 
finitely many approximants of Y. In other words application is not continuous in the 
topology induced by the approximants (Theorem 4.1). Of course, the term YY itself 
does not bother us since we have audaciously introduced a rule to assign the type c to 
any unsolvable term of order zero. However, a slight variation on this theme shatters 
our hopes to reach Goal 2. Consider instead of YY the term J_x.xYY. This is not an 
unsolvable term, but it becomes an unsolvable term of order zero if we apply it to the 
identity. Now it turns out that our types are so expressive that there is a type aI which 
in the closed term model /1{ is inhabited only by the identity I (Lemma 4.3). In /it 
the term &.xYY has type of + [, but none of its approximants has this type. So there 
is little hope to detect the presence of this type in any reasonable proof system, and 
certainly not in a proof system satisfying an approximation theorem (Theorem 7.5). 
We therefore abandon Goal 2 and content ourselves with Goal 1, the characteriza- 
tion of equality in the infinite A-calculus (Theorem 8.12), and Goal 3, the soundness 
and completeness of the type assignment system with respect to the adequate models 
(Theorem 9.2 1). 
Ronchi della Rocca [41] proves a result similar to our Goal 1; more precisely, 
that two terms have the same Bijhm tree iff they have the same set of types in the 
standard intersection type discipline [6]. The proof of [41] is based on the notion of 
principal type of an approximate normal form, which is a type completely describing 
the approximate normal form. Principal types (as defined in [ 1 l] and used in [41]) 
need an infinity of type variables and this agrees with the type syntax of [6]. Another 
related paper is [ 161, which proves that two terms have the same Levy-Long0 tree [34] 
iff they have the same set of types in the type discipline with union and intersection 
of [ 151. Also [ 161 uses the notion of principal types, but it gets rid of type variables 
by replacing them with suitable constant types which depend on the involved terms. 
We follow a similar approach with one important difference: in order to prove that 
inclusion between sets of approximants corresponds to inclusion between deducible 
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types we have to consider not just one, but two principal types. We will give an 
example illustrating the need for two different types (Example 8.23). 
To prove the completeness theorem (Goal 3) one difficulty is that unsolvable terms 
of order zero can arise dynamically in rather unforeseeable ways, and a static type 
checking is unlikely to control this behavior. To settle this problem we are forced 
to introduce in the type assignment system a rule that says that /Lconvertible terms 
have the same types. To prove the consistency of the resulting system we use the 
approximation theorem (Theorem 7.5) to show by a purely proof theoretical argument 
that from a given basis r we cannot deduce two incompatible types for the same term 
(Theorem 7.6). So the deducible types form a filter. (This would be a consequence 
of the soundness of the assignment system if we already knew that the types of the 
basis r are inhabited in some model, but this is part of the completeness theorem, so 
we cannot use it yet.) Having proved that the deducible types form a filter, it would 
be natural to endow the set of filters with an application which makes them a model 
in which a filter has (semantically) exactly the types which are contained in the filter. 
But as we said, we did not manage to do this. Our proof of the completeness theorem 
relies instead on a term model. The idea is to enlarge the closed term model A{ in 
such a way that every type is inhabited. We do this by introducing a new constant for 
each type, and modifying the b-convertibility relation in such a way that the constant 
corresponding to the type c1 will indeed have that type, according to our semantics. 
The proof is inspired by [52, 191. 
We have seen that two terms are equal in the infinite ,I-calculus if and only if they 
have the same filter of deducible types in the assignment system. A natural question 
is whether this remains true if we replace the filter of deducible types with the larger 
filter of semantically deducible types, namely with the set of types which a given term 
has in the closed term model /i{ according to the given semantics. 
As we already observed, there are types which cannot be assigned to closed terms, 
for example ([ + (o + w)) A ((w + w) + [). So we would like to investigate the 
decidability of type inhabitation for intersection-zero types. Urzyczyn proves in [50] 
that the inhabitation of intersection types with variables is undecidable. 
It should be clear from this introduction that the present work leaves many questions 
unanswered or in wait for more satisfactory answers. We hope that this will stimulate 
huther research towards the challenging goal of finding a flexible theory of filter models 
able to take into account the inner behavior of unsolvable terms. 
2. Infinite A-calculus and approximants 
We assume familiarity with the ,I-calculus: a standard reference is [6]. As usual ,4 
is the set of terms generated by the grammar 
M ::= x 1 (l..xM) 1 (MM), 
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where x ranges over a denumerable set Vur of variables. We define /i(l) exactly as 
_4 but adding the clause that the constant I is a term. For any M E /1(L), FV(M) 
denotes the set of free variables of M. A term A4 is closed iff Z?‘(M) = 0. We consider 
terms modulo cr-conversion (renaming of bound variables). 
Notation. We use = for syntactical equality up to renaming of bound variables, =B 
for /?-conversion, +p for (one step) &reduction, and -I; for multistep /?-reduction. 
As usual for pure &calculus, we assume that application associates to the left and 
we write for instance MNP instead of ((MN)P). If l - Li . . .L, is any (possibly 
empty) vector of terms, then ML = ML1 . . . L,. The expression J.x~ . . .x,&f is short for 
(L.x,.(. . .(/kqJ4). . .)). 
We will abbreviate some terms as follows: 
kaxx 1 dxy.xy 
Ks7.xy.x Y~~y.(kx.y(xx))(kc.y(xx)) 
A2d.x.xx A&x.xxx 
Q2cA2A2 S&EA3A3. 
We introduce some notions following [7]. The following definitions apply both to n(l) 
and to A. 
Definition 2.1. A zero term is a term which cannot be P-reduced to an abstraction 
term, i.e. to a term of the form ILc.M. 
Examples of such terms are S& and as. In [6, Definition 17.3.21 zero terms are 
called terms of order zero. 
Definition 2.2. A top normal form (t.n.f.) is a term of one of the following three 
kinds: 
(1) a variable; 
(2) an abstraction term J_x.M; 
(3) an application term of the form MN where M is a zero term. 
It is easy to see that any B-reduct of a t.n.f. is again a t.n.f., and moreover it is 
a t.n.f. of the same kind. To see this it suffices to observe that if M is a zero term, 
then any fi-reduct of MN has the form M’N’ with M -+i Mt and N -+i N’. We 
say that a term has a top normal form if it can be reduced to a term in top normal 
form. 
Definition 2.3. A mute term is a term which has no top normal form. 
For instance fiz is mute. The /-I-reduction C&s --+F C&A3 shows that the zero term 52s 
has a top normal form and therefore it is not mute. These notions are not constructive: 
there is no algorithm to test whether a term is a zero term. 
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Fig. 1. 
Definition 2.4. A strong zero term is a zero term M such that every substitution 
instance of M is again a zero term. 
Clearly, a closed term is a zero term iff it is a strong zero term. A variable is a zero 
term but not a strong one. More generally it can be shown that M is a strong zero 
term iff M is a zero term and M cannot be P-reduced to a A-free head normal form, 
i.e. to a term of the form xM1 . . . M, where x is a variable [7, Definition 11.7, Lemma 
11.81. Thus, M is a strong zero term iff M is a zero term and M is unsolvable. In 
[34] strong zero terms are called terms of proper order zero. 
Definition 2.5. We identify terms with their parsing trees. So a term is a finite rooted 
tree with binary application nodes ?jiJ”, unary abstraction nodes “AX” (where x is any 
variable), and leaves labeled by a variable. 
An injinite term is defined in the same way except that trees are allowed to be finite 
or infinite, and leaves are labeled by a variable or by the constant 1. 
The infinite terms include as special cases the finite ones. We will see that the 
constant J_ plays the role of a generic mute term to which all the others will be 
identified. Unlike what happens in the theory of Bijhm trees, in the infinite ,?-calculus, 
I, h. _L and IM are not identified. 
Infinite terms arise in a natural way as “limits” of infinite sequences of B-reductions 
if we try to compute top normal forms hereditarily. So if we start with fis we obtain 
the top normal form S&A3 and continuing in the same fashion we generate the infinite 
sequence of P-reductions Rs +i &A3 --+i; &A3A3 -i, etc. It is natural to take some 
kind of limit of this process and to set @ 4oo . . . A3A3A383 (infinitely many As’s). 
In tree-form, it is represented as shown in Fig. 1. 
The infinite term on the right is a normal form because it has no /I-redexes (i.e. 
subterms of the shape (J_x&QN). It is called the infinite normal form of Qs. 
Among infinite terms we have both a notion of finite P-reduction --+i (defined in 
exactly the same way as for finite terms), and a notion of infinite P-reduction +03 
defined as follows. Given two infinite terms M and N, we say M ES,, N if the tree- 
representations of M and N coincide up to height n. This notion is slightly ambigu- 
ous since it is not invariant under a-conversion, however it can be made precise by 
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identifying terms with their representation using de Brujin indexes [lo]. Let (/Vi Ii > 0) 
be a sequence of infinite terms. We say lim(k&) = M if A4 is an infinite term, and 
VnWm > i M, E, M. 
Definition 2.6. Let s : ii40 +o Ml +p I& +p A43 +p . . . be an infinite sequence of 
P-reductions. We say that s converges to the infinite term A4 if 
(1) A4 = lim(Mi); 
(2) the depth of the redex reduced in Mi +b kIi+r tends to infinity with i. 2 
We now define M +oo N (injinite B-reduction) if and only if either M -i N or 
there is an infinite sequence of reductions starting from M and converging to N. 
The next example shows that the Church-Rosser property fails for infinite p- 
reductions. 
Example 2.7. (Berarducci [7]) Let Q E hz.I(xx). We have the reductions 
;; +fi I<QQ> +B I<NQQ>> --+m WW(...)))) 
* d* d* 
AA +B Ah -‘p A2A2 . . . ? 
but there is no reduction, whether finite or infinite, from I(I(I(I(. . .)))) (infinitely many 
I’s) to A2A2. 
The term QQ responsible for the failure of the Church-Rosser property is mute. 
Mute terms are the only responsible for the failure of the Church-Rosser property 
in the sense that if we send all mute terms to I, then the Church-Rosser theorem 
is restored. To state this fact precisely, let us first observe that the notion of zero 
term, strong zero term and mute term extend to the infinite ;l-calculus with the same 
definitions. So, for instance, a zero term is an infinite term M such that there is no 
jinite p-reduction of the form M -i l.xP. Actually it does not matter whether in 
the definitions we use finite or infinite P-reductions. This depends on the fact that if 
M -+a N and N is a zero term, then M is also a zero term. (When N is a normal 
form this is proved in [7, Lemma 9.31. The general case follows easily.) According 
to the definitions I is a mute term, since it can be reduced neither to an abstraction 
term, nor to a zero term applied to another term. 
Following [S, Definition 3.1.11 we say that a reduction relation on the set of terms 
is a reflexive and transitive binary relation R which is compatible in the sense that 
(F,F’) E R implies (FG,F’G) E R, (GF, GF’) E R and (Ax.F, AxF’) E R. 
Definition 2.8. Define a I-redex as a mute term different from 1. Define +I as the 
least reduction relation on /i(l) which sends all the mute terms different from I to 1. 
2 The depth of an occurrence of a subterm P of M is the distance from the root of P to the root of h4 
in the tree-representation of M. 
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Define -+bI as the least reduction relation on n(i) which contains -+B (/?-reduction) 
and +l.Now define -‘ml exactly as -+03 but starting from +bl instead of --+b. 
We define -+~~* as the transitive and reflexive closure of -PI, =bl as the equiva- 
lence relation generated by -+BI, =ml as the equivalence relation generated by +m~r 
etc. 
Theorem 2.9. -+ml is transitive, it has the Church-Rosser property, and every term 
M has one and only one normal form with respect to do31 reductions. 
The above theorem was proved in [7] only for infinite terms M arising from finite 
ones (which is the form in which we need it). A proof for the general case can be 
found in [30]. We also need: 
Theorem 2.10. (Berarducci [7]) +pl* restricted to finite terms (i.e. to A(l)) has 
the Church-Rosser property. 
Definition 2.11. The infinite normal form (ooI-normal form) of the term M is the 
normal form of M with respect to -+ool. 
In [7] the infinite tree of M is the parsing tree of the infinite normal form of M. We 
modify this representation in case of variable applications, following the convention of 
BGhm trees. since this simplifies our definition of the sets of approximants. 
Definition 2.12. The infinite tree F(M) of the term M is defined by cases as follows: 
if M -+i xN1 . ..N.,, (M 2 0), then: 
ifM+E Jx.N, then: 
9-(N,) ... yW,n) 
F(M)= A.x 
ifM+; NP, where N is a strong zero term, then: 
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otherwise: 
The fact that the infinite tree of a term is well defined, namely it does not depend 
on the choice of the reductions -+i involved in its definition, follows from the unicity 
of the infinite normal form of a term (and the obvious one to one correspondence 
between the infinite trees and the infinite normal forms). 
Remark 2.13. A4 =ml N if and only if M and N have the same infinite normal form, 
or equivalently the same infinite tree. 
Remark 2.14. From the equality 
it does not follow that M -i NP. However it does follow that we have a reduction 
M -+i N’P’ with Y(N’) = Y(N) and F(P’) = F(P). In fact, any reduction from M 
to a top normal form will work (by the unicity of the infinite normal form). A similar 
remark applies to the other cases in the definition of the infinite tree. 
To study the infinite I-calculus we introduce a notion of “approximate normal form”. 
Approximate normal forms arise naturally by pruning infinite trees. Notice that the left 
son of a @-node must always be a tree representing a strong zero term, while in 
all other positions we can have trees representing arbitrary terms. So we add two 
constants to A, the constant Q which approximates all terms and the constant I which 
approximates all strong zero terms. 
Definition 2.15. The set ~2 of approximate normal forms is defined inductively as 
follows: 
(1) QEd, 
(2) if A E LX!, then kx.A E d, 
(3) if A,,..., A,, E d, then xAl . .A, E d and IA,.. .A, E d (~~20). 
The definition of infinite tree easily extends to approximate normal forms by allowing 
terminal nodes labeled 52. 
Definition 2.16. The relation 5 is the least preorder on &, such that 
(1) Q;2A; 
(2) ..l 5 J-A; 
(3) if A 5 A’, then ;Ix.A 5 Lx.A’; 
(4) ifAi5Aifori=1 ,..., n,thenxA~...A,dxA{...A~ andLAi...A,~IA’,...A~. 
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We want to consider approximate normal forms obtained by cutting infinite trees at 
some level n. The first guess would be to replace all internal nodes at level n with 52 
but this does not work because we may end up with objects of the form G?A, which 
are not approximate normal forms. Roughly _L replaces @-nodes, while Q replaces 
arbitrary nodes. The exact definition is the following. 
Definition 2.17. Let M be either an approximant or a term. The n-th upproximant 
(M)” of M is the approximate normal form defined as follows. 
(M)O = 52. 
(M)n+’ = x(N1) . . . (N, )” (m 3 0), whenever: 
(M)n+’ = h.(N)“, whenever: 
9-(M) = Ax 
(M)’ = I and (M)nf2 = (N)n+‘(P)“+‘, whenever: 
(M)n+r = I, whenever: 
(A!)“+’ = s2, whenever: 
We say that M and N coincide on the jirst n levels if (M)” s (N)“. 
It is easy to check that (AI)” E (N)” implies A4 --n N, while the vice versa is not 
true, since for example x11 ~1 yI1 (because in the parsing trees of x11 and yI1 the 
variables x, y have depth 2) and (x11)’ E x5252, (~11)’ E yQ52. 
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Example 2.18. The n-approximants of Sk3 for 12 = 0,. . . ,4 are: 52 3 I 3 I(,k Q) 5 
qA.X.Q)(LX.XQQ) 5 .L(kQ)(J..X.x~Q)(A.x.x). 
The set of approximants of A4 is the closure under 5 of the set of all terms of the 
form (M)” for all n. 
Definition 2.19. The set d(M) of approximants of M E A is defined by 
d(M) = {A E d 1 3n.A 5 (M)“}. 
For example, the term x(C&I)(II) has the following approximants: fl 3 XQQ 3 
x(l.I)I 5 x(.lA31)I 3 x(_LA3AsI)I 3 . . . . 
Lemma 2.20. The set d(M) is an ideal, i.e. it is downward closed and directed with 
respect to 5. 
Proof. d(M) is downward closed by definition. Notice that (M)” 5 (M)n+’ for all iz. 
The fact that &‘(M) is directed for all M follows easily. 0 
It is easy to verify that the sets of approximants characterize the mute, strong zero 
and zero terms. 
Lemma 2.21. (1) A term M is mute ifs d(M) = {I, 52). 
(2) A term M is strong zero zff I E d(M). 
(3) A term M is zero ifs 2~22 9 d(M). 
Proof. Clearly Sz E d(M) for all M. Now if M is a mute term, i.e. a term without 
t.n.f., we have that its infinite tree is just a root labeled 1. M is a strong zero term 
iff its infinite tree is just a root labeled I or starts with a @-node. In both cases 
(M)’ E 1. ,4.x.52 E d(M) iff the root of Y(M) is labeled AX, and so M is not a zero 
term. 0 
Lemma 2.22. Let M E A. If A E d(M) and A k (M)“, then (A)” s (M)“. 
Proof. By induction on n and by cases on Definition 2.16. The most interesting case 
is (M)” G I and A E IB. If IB E J&‘(M) then M =p PN for some P,N such that P 
is a strong zero term. (PN)” - I implies IZ = 1 and (LB)’ - 1. 0 
It is clear that the sets of approximants characterize the infinite normal forms of 
terms. 
Theorem 2.23. M =co~ N if and only if &f’(M) = S@‘(N). 
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3. Intersection-zero types and models of the I-calculus 
By model of I-calculus we mean a I-algebra in the sense of [5]. We quote Barendregt 
[5, pp. 86-871: 
“It took some time after Scott gave his model construction for consensus to arise 
on the general notion of a model of the d-calculus. See Koymans [ 19821 for the 
history. Presently one considers two kinds of models, viz. the l-algebras and the 1- 
models. The A-algebras satisfy all provable equations of the A-calculus and form an 
equational class (axiomatized by kxy = x, sxyz = XZ(JJZ) and the five combinatoty 
axioms of Curry). Therefore the J-algebras are closed under substructures and ho- 
momorphic images. The A-models on the other hand satisfy all provable equations 
and moreover the axiom of weak extensionality V.x(Mx = Nx) + 3x.M = J.x.N. It 
turns out that I-models can be described by first-order axioms, but not by equa- 
tions. Indeed I-models are not closed under substructures nor under homomorphic 
images.” 
Then Barendregt continues: 
“In spite of not being weakly extensional, I-algebras are worth studying; they are 
e.g. precomplete numbered sets in the sense of Ershov, see [Visser [1980].” 
So we feel justified to use A-algebras rather than i-models in the proof of the 
completeness theorem (of course with a larger class of models it is easier to prove a 
completeness theorem). It should be remarked that the so called “closed term model of 
the @-calculus”, is a l-algebra and not a 12-model. The model that we will construct to 
prove the completeness theorem for our type assignment system is in fact very similar 
to the closed term model. 
We give now the precise definition of A-algebra using the approach of the “syntactical 
interpretations” of Hindley and Longo (see [5, Definitions 5.3.1 and 5.3.21). 3 
Definition 3.1. A l-algebra is a triple (A, ., [ I&) where &! is a non-empty set called 
the domain of the model, . is a binary operation on J called application and [ ]A 
is an interpretation map which associates to every term M E A and every mapping 
s : Var -+ J&‘, an element [Ml,” E A, called the interpretation of the term M in the 
environment s, in such a way that the following axioms are satisfied: 
(1) Irxn,” = s(x); 
(2) MN],” = IMII,“. Wlf; 
(3) O[~Ml~ . a = lWll$ix~ where s(a/x) is the environment which coincides with s 
except that it associates the value a E JZ? to the variable X; 
(4) if s and s’ coincide on the free variables of M, then [M],” = EM],!; 
(5) if M =B N, then for every s we have [Ml,” = [NJ,“. 
3 There is a very simple definition of I-model due to Meyer [36,20, Definition 11.221, which however is 
not adequate for our purposes since we are interested in I-algebras, not &models. 
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The first four axioms plus the invariance of the interpretation under a-conversion are 
the axioms of the syntactic interpretation, the last one is the characteristic axiom of 
the A-algebras. It expresses the fact that a A-algebra satisfies all the provable equalities 
of the @-calculus (for every interpretation of the free variables). 
The notion of l-model is obtained by adjoining the axiom ([) which says that if 
@%&) = ~Nl$,X) for every a E A, then [Lx.M~/ = [Jx.N~~. In presence of the 
axiom (<) the characteristic axiom for I-algebras becomes superlluous, since it can be 
derived. We follow Barendregt’s convention [5, Convention 5.3.81 of writing equations 
valid in a J-algebra informally, e.g. for a E ~4’ one writes (LLXX) . a = a . a rather 
than the formal [(,kxx)y~&Y~ = [yyn$,,, or [J_x.xx]1,4” . a = a . a. So in particular 
we have 1 . a = 2y.a. y. 
Notation. A l-algebra whose domain is ~4’ will be denoted by k’. 
We want to generalize the notion of zero term (Definition 2.1) to an arbitrary iz- 
algebra. An obvious generalization is: a E 4 is a zero element of k’ iff a # 1 . a. 
However it turns out to be convenient to impose a further condition. Notice that for 
each zero term M the function N H MN is injective. Therefore an equivalent definition 
of zero term is 
M is a zero term iff M #p 1M and MN =b MN’ implies N =B N’. 
The above discussion leads us to the following definition. 
Definition 3.2. Given a I-algebra J? and a E A!, we say that a is a zero element of 
JZ if it satisfies 
(1) a# 1.a; 
(2) for all b, b’ E A, a . b = a . b’ implies b = b’. 
Other properties of zero terms which can be easily verified are: 
(1) if M is a zero term and P is any term, then MP is a zero term; 
(2) if M,N are zero terms, P, Q are arbitrary terms, and MP =p NQ, then M =p N 
and P =p Q. 
These properties involve the full set of zero terms, so we will require them in defining 
the adequacy of A-algebras (Definition (3.3)). 
Recall that a strong zero term is a zero term N such that every substitution instance 
of N is a zero term. Even this notion can be generalized to an arbitrary model of 
A-calculus using homomorphisms instead of substitutions. However we do not need 
this generalization. What we need in connection with strong zero terms is part of the 
following definition. 
Definition 3.3. A I-algebra A is adequate if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) if a is a zero element and b is any element, then a . b is a zero element; 
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(2) if a, a’ are zero elements, b, b’ are arbitrary elements, and a. b = a’ - b’, then a = a’ 
and b-b’. 
(3) for all strong zero terms N E A, and all s: Var + A!, [N]f is a zero element of 
J#Y. 
Notice that clause (2) of Definition (3.3) implies clause (2) of Definition 3.2. 
In an adequate model the interpretation of a strong zero term is a zero element 
of the model. This is not true in a model satisfying the equality S& = J..x.& or the 
equality S& = &M for all M. For instance the models of B&m trees [5] and that of 
L&y-Longo trees [34] are not adequate, while the (open or closed) term model of the 
@-calculus and that of the infinite A-calculus [7] are adequate. 
Our next goal is to introduce types and to discuss their interpretation in adequate 
I-models. 
Definition 3.4. The set PTypes of pretypes is the set of syntactic expressions induc- 
tively defined by 
( 1) cc), [ E PTypes (type constants). 
(2) If CI, p E PTypes, then (a + p), (a/l) and (a A /3) are in PTypes. 
To spare parentheses, we assume that the arrow associates to the right and the 
following precedence between type constructors: application, intersection, arrow. 
We say that a + p is an arrow pretype, aP is an zero pretype, and 01 A /3 is an 
intersection pretype. 
The definition of Types c PTypes can be better justified by first looking at the 
following notion of interpretation of PTypes. We interpret a zero pretype of the shape 
a/? as the set of zero elements which are equal to the application of two elements 
belonging respectively to the interpretations of a and /3. 
Definition 3.5. Let JY be a A-algebra. The interpretation of the pretype a in JZZ is 
the subset I[a]lA of _&’ inductively defined as follows: 
(1) Hl~ = A, 
(2) [cl& = {d E J%? 1 d is a zero element}, 
(3) [a -+ pj-“k = {d E A’ 1 d = 1. d and Ve E [alA d. e E l[/QA}, 
(4) [apnM = {d E A+%’ 1 3e E I[al”3f E [finA e. f = d}, 
(5) lfx~Irjn& = bn+ m+ 
We want to forbid pretypes whose interpretation is always empty, for example 
[ A (o + 0). We therefore restrict ourselves to a smaller set Types c PTypes. The 
following definition of Types also assigns a kind to each type. There are three kinds: 
universal, arrow and zero. The types of kind universal are finite intersections of the 
constant CL). A finite intersection of arrow types is of arrow kind whenever it is a type. 
Analogously, a finite intersection of zero types is of zero kind whenever it is a type. 
Moreover, the intersection between cr) and a type a is always a type of the same kind 
as a. 
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Notice that in the following definition we assume that intersection between pretypes 
is commutative and associative (this is justified by its interpretation, see clause (5) of 
Definition 3.5). 
Notation. In & ai, I stands for a finite non-empty set of indexes. 
Definition 3.6. Given a E PTypes we define two predicates a E Types and a $ Types 
by simultaneous induction on a by stipulating that c1 E Types iff one of the following 
conditions holds (and c1 @ Types iff all the conditions do not hold): 
l (Universal kind) OL is o. 
l (Arrow kind) CI is a finite intersection of the form Ai,-,(ai + /Ii) where cli, pi E Types 
and for all J C I either AjEJ pj E Types or AjC- uj # Types. 
l (Zero kind) a is 5 or 5 A 8, where /I is of zero kind, or c( is a finite intersection of 
the form /JE1 MiPi where AiE1 pi E Types, and AiE1 Cli E Types is of zero kind. 
l If c( E Types, then o A CI E Types : the kind of ~(3 A CI is the kind of c(. 
In the above definition, the condition on types of arrow kind clearly corresponds to the 
existence of the sup of step functions (see [47]). The condition on types of zero kind 
implies for instance that if c$I is a type, then a is of zero kind. Moreover, if arflt ~a& 
is a type, then aI A ~(2 must be a type of zero kind and /It A /I2 must be a type (of any 
kind). We will see (Lemma 5.2) that clause (4) of Definition 3.5 implies that under any 
interpretation in an adequate model we have [~l/?i A ~($2~~ c[(at A c12)(/It A /$)J”. 
The monotonicity of the application and of the intersection implies also the reverse 
inclusion, so we have [at/It A 1.~2~2~~ = [(ccl A c12)(pi A /12)ld. 
In what follows, we will consider only types. ~1, B, y will range over types of any 
kind, 0, z, p will range over types of arrow kind (arrow types), z, p, v will range 
over types of zero kind (zero types). 
As usual, we can connect term and type interpretations in I-algebras obtaining the 
notion of semantic satisfiability. 
Definition 3.7. A basis r is a (finite or infinite) set of statements of the shape x : OL, 
with distinct variables as subjects. In writing l-,x : OL we assume that x does not occur 
in r. 
An interpretation is a pair (4,~) where: JH is a A-algebra, and s is a map from 
the variables of the A-calculus to JH. 
An interpretation is adequate if J%’ is an adequate A-algebra. 
Definition 3.8. (1) An interpretation (J%‘,s) satisfies r - written (&,s) k r - iff for 
all x : c( E r, the element S(X) belongs to the set [cr]l&. 
(2) Given a basis r we define r k N: CI iff for every adequate interpretation (4,s) 
such that (&,s) + r, we have [N]f E [a]lA. 
(3) Given an adequate l-algebra ~$2 we define J& + N: ct iff for every s we have 
[Nnf E [an./. 
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We extend the definition of + to approximants: 
Definition 3.9. Let A E d. 
(1) Given a basis r we define r b A: CY iff for all M E A, if A E d(M), then 
r kM:a. 
(2) Given an adequate A-algebra ~2’ we define 4 k A: a iff for all M E A, if A E 
d(M), then JZZ + M: CC 
4. Non-continuity results 
The equivalence classes of terms modulo =oc) J_ form a model of the Q-calculus 
which is discussed in [7]. We can put a topology on this model using the approximate 
normal forms. A basic open set is a set of the form {MIA E d(M)} where A E L&‘. The 
next theorem shows that unlike what happens in the model of B&m trees, application 
is non-continuous in this model in fact we show that it is not continuous in the first 
argument. To determine whether a given A E d is an approximant of MN, it is in 
general not sufficient to consider a large enough finite portion of d(M). 
Theorem 4.1. Application is non-continuous in the topology induced by the approxi- 
mants. 
Proof. We show that I E d(YY), but for every approximant A E d(Y) there is a 
term M with this approximant and yet I # d(MY). 
It is easy to see that YY is a strong zero term because of the sequence of head 
reductions YY +i Y(YY) -i YY(Y(YY)). 
Let A be an approximant of Y. Then A is of the form ilx.x(x(x(. . .x&2))). Replacing 
Sz with YK, we obtain a term A4 with this approximant and such that MY is not even 
a zero term. 0 
We show that our types are so expressive that there are types which, interpreted in 
the closed term model /i{ of the &calculus, are inhabited by only one term. 
Definition 4.2. Let CTI = ([ + [) A ((CO + <) 4 w + 0. 
Lemma 4.3. A{ + M: a~ zr M =b 1. 
Proof. The “if” part is trivial. To prove the converse assume A{ b M: 01. Then in 
particular ,4{ b M: o + co, so M =p lx.P for some P. 
If P is a strong zero term, then A[ k M: (CO + [) 4 w -+ [ because taking an 
arbitrary closed term T of type w --t i (e.g. T E ,ly.f&), we have A{ p MT: w ---f i. 
If P reduces to an abstraction Ay.P’, then A{ ‘# M: [ + [. 
So P must be /?-convertible either to x or to a term of the form xP1 . . . P, with n 3 1. 
To exclude the latter case we observe that if n > 1, A[ /& kc.xP~ . . . P,* : (w + LJ + 
a+[. 0 
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We now prove the failure of the approximation theorem for the closed term 
model. 
Theorem 4.4. There is a closed term M and a type tl such that A{ + M: a, but for 
no approximant A of M we have A[ + A: a. 
Proof. We show that At k kc.xYY: go + [ but for no approximant A of k.xYY we 
have A{ k A: cr, + c. Since YY is a zero term and I is the only term of type 01, 
A,B + kxYY: aI + i. 
Consider now an approximant A of ,kxYY. To avoid trivial cases we can assume 
that A E Jx.xA~A~, where AI and A2 are approximants of Y. By the proof of Theorem 
4.1 there are terms M, N with these approximants and such that MN is not a zero term. 
It then follows that At p JxxMN: aI 4 [ and by Definition 3.9 A{ p A: aI + [. 0 
5. The type assignment systems for terms 
We will define two type assignment systems, one for terms in the present section 
and one for approximate normal forms in the following section. We will then prove 
in Section 7 the approximation theorem: a type can be assigned to a term iff it can be 
assigned to one of its approximants. Since the approximation theorem does not hold for 
the closed term model A[, the type assignment system for terms will not be complete 
with respect to Ai. However, this system will be useful to characterize the =ml- 
convertibility of terms (see Section 8) and it turns out to be complete with respect to 
adequate l-algebras (see Section 9). We begin by defining a preorder between types. 
Definition 5.1. Let < be the smallest binary relation over types such that: 
(1) < is a preorder in which A is the meet and o is the top: 
(a) a,<a; 
(b) a</3 and /?dy imply ady; 
(c) aGo-4 
(d) aA/?da and ar\/l<fi; 
(e) yda and JJ<P imply y<aA /I. 
(2) the arrow satisfies: 
(a) a + w<f2 + 0; 
0) (a+B)A(a+r)<a+PAr; 
(c) a2a’ and /3<p imply a + ~<Ix’ + p’. 
(3) the zero types satisfy: 
(a) ia<i; 
(b) na A ??a’ d (?z A x’)( a A a’); 
(c) z<~c’ and a<a’ imply za<z’a’, 
a = fi is short for a<p and fiGa. 
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Notice that we have o A c1= u for every type ~1, (o -+ w) A d = o for every arrow 
type O, and c A n = rc for every zero type rc. Moreover, relations (2)(a), (2)(b), and 
(3)(b) in the above definition are equalities, the last one is Lemma 5.3(5). 
In the following we will identify equivalent types, in particular in Lemma 6.2 we will 
omit intersections with CO. 
The rules of Definition 5.1 are sound for adequate interpretations. 
Lemma 5.2. (1) Zf d E [TC]~, & is a n adequate I-algebra, and 71 is a zero type, 
then d is a zero element of A. 
(2) Zf a<D, then [all” GlLPll~ under every adequate interpretation. 
Proof. (1) The proof is by induction on the definition of zero types observing that, by 
Definition 3.3, in an adequate A-algebra e . f is a zero element whenever e is a zero 
element. 
(2) By induction on < . The only interesting case is clause rcrx An’a’ < (rc A rr’)( LX A a’). 
We have from d E [~a A da’]-‘@ that e. f = d and e’ . f’ = d for some e E [rcjJA, 
f E [cx]~, e’ E [71’]$ f’ E [a’]@@. Notice that e and e’ are zero elements by (1) 
therefore e . f = e’ . f’ implies by Definition (3.3) e = e’ and f = f’. We get 
e E I[x A rr’]lA and f E [a A ct’]“I/, so we conclude d E [(x A n’)(cr A cc’)]&. 0 
The relation < between types has the following properties, which will be useful in 
the sequel. 
Lemma 5.3. (1) Zf AiEr(ai 4 fli)Gy < CO, or y< /jiEr(ai + /Ii), then y is an arrow 
type. 
(2) Zf Aj,[(Q --$ Di>Ga + /I, where /? # CO, then for some J C Z it holds that 
x < AjEJ aj and AjEJ pj G B. 
(3) If nbcc < CD, or adn, then c( is a zero type. 
(4) na 6 TC’CI’ implies TC < 7~’ and LY d cc’. 
(5) TCC( A ~‘a = (TC A n’)(ct A ~1’) for all zero types TC, IT’. 
(6) Zf n is a zero type, then either a = [ or K = pee for some p, a. 
(7) Assume j<ccl and ,Bdaz. Zf B E Types, then al A CQ E Types. 
Proof. (l)-(4). By induction on the definition of d . 
(5) In fact m/\da’~(~~Ad)(~~Acx’) by clause (3)(b) in Definition 5.1. The converse 
follows from clauses (l)(d), (3)(c), and (l)(e) of the same definition. 
(6) First observe that < A rc = rr for all zero types rc. So by (5) each intersection of 
zero types is either equal to [ or to a zero type of the shape 7cc1. 
(7) By cases using (l)-(4). 0 
The first six rules of our type system for terms are standard in the intersection 
type disciplines. Rules (0 and (app) take into account zero types. They oblige us 
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to have rule (Egg), as otherwise the zero types would not be invariant under p- 
expansion of subjects. For example, without (Eqp) we have H&I: c(o + o), 
y(J_xy.yAzx)IAz : [(co -+ co). 
Dehition 5.4. The type assignment system for terms is defined by the following 
ioms and rules (where M,N are terms): 
(Ax)T,x:atn::a (o)rkM:o 
(- 1) 
l-,x: a t M: p 
rt-l_X.M:U+fl (- El 
rtA4:a+p l-tN:a 
rtMN:p 
(AI) 
rthf:a rhwp 
r tM:aAp 
(<I 
rhwa cc<p 
rtkf:p 
(0 
M is a strong zero term 
rtM:i (am 1 
rtw71 rtN:a 
rtMN:m 
(&,A 
rkN:a M =PN 
rtM:a 
Remark 5.5. As remarked in the introduction the following formulation 
would not be sound because the interpretation of a solvable zero term in 
ronment may not be a zero term: 
M is a zero term 
rthf:i 
We discarded this rule also because it would allow to deduce both [ and 
x from the premise x : o + o, but c A (CO -+ CO) is not a type. 
It is easy to verify that the above system is sound. 
Lemma 5.6. Zf r I- M: a, then r k M: c1 according to Dejinition 3.8. 
of rule 
but 
ax- 
(i) 
some envi- 
w + 0 for 
Proof. By induction on deductions. All rules but ([) and (app) are standard. The 
soundness of rules (c) and (app) follows directly from the definition of type interpre- 
tation (Definition 3.5). 0 
Since terms are considered modulo a-conversion, the weakening rule is admissible. 
Moreover we have rlM t M:a whenever r t- Ma, where rlM = {x:/I E r 1 x E 
FWO). 
We define Don(r) = { x x : a E r and a # w} and we assume x:w E r whenever 1 
x #Dam(T). This is sound in view of rule (0). 
In the following we shall sometimes refer to the “best” basis which can possibly be 
formed out of two given bases. This is done by taking the intersection of the types 
which are predicates of the same variable, when they are compatible. 
4 Lemma 7.6( 1) will show that u A /? is always a type. 
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Definition 5.7. We say that two bases r and r’ are compatible if and only if x : c( E r 
and x : fi E r’ imply c1 A fi E Types. If r and r’ are compatible bases we define their 
union U as 
r kd r’ = Ix : crr\p 1 x : CI E r and X: p E r'}. 
Accordingly we define 
r gr’ H 3-f’. r w rff = rl. 
Notice that x : a A w E r 63 r’ whenever x : a E r and x $ Dom(T’), since by 
convention we get x:o E P. Similarly when x : fl E r’ and x @ Dam(r). 
The intersection type assignment systems have been used in the literature to build 
filter models, as discussed in the introduction. Also here we have a notion of filter and 
of term interpretation. 
Definition 5.8. (1) A filter over Types is a set f C Types such that 
l oef; 
l if a<B and c1 E f, then fl E f; 
l if cc,BE f, then clA/?E f. 
(2) Let 9 C @(Types) be the set of filters over Types. 
(3) If h C Types, lh denotes the filter generated by h. 
By Lemma 7.6(2) for each term M and basis r the set {a ) PM: a} is a filter. If 
s is a mapping from term variables to 9, and s + r is short for x : c( E r implies 
E E s(x), we can define a term interpretation by 
[MI,” = {a 13 such that s + r and r E M : a}. 
It is easy to verify that EM]: E 9 for all M,s. Clearly j-convertible terms have the 
same interpretation. But we cannot say that F is a l-model, since we don’t have an 
appropriate notion of application. Consider the set of types of 83, which contains for 
example rc -+ rcrcrc for all zero types n, and contains also all the types of the form 
(~1 + al) A (~(2 -+ ~2) A ((al + ~11) + (IX:! --+ C(Z) + CQ) + ~(3 for suitable types 
Cci, . . . . It is not clear how starting from this set applied to itself one could obtain the 
type [([ + [[I!J, which can be derived for A3 Aj, without essentially mimicking the 
reduction -+ool. 
6. The type assignment systems for approximate normal forms 
We define a type assignment system for approximate normal forms A E d which is 
sound with respect to the semantics given in Definition 3.9, namely F t A: c1 implies 
r /= A: ~1. This soundness follows from Lemma 5.6 and Theorem 7.5. 
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Definition 6.1. The type assignment system for approximate normal forms is defined 
by the same axioms and rules of Definition 5.4 except that rule (Eqg) is omitted and 
rule ([) becomes 
The following lemma shows that for every basis r and every A E d, there are 
types which cannot be derived for A using r. We cannot use a semantic argument to 
prove this result since we do not know yet that every basis is semantically consistent 
(in the sense that it is satisfied by some adequate interpretation). This will be shown 
in Section 9. 
Lemma 6.2 (Generation Lemma). (1) R-SZ: CI implies a = w; 
(2) If T/-A: CI, u # CO, and 
(a) AEX, then r=T’,x:pforsomep<cr; 
(b) A E I, then {<a; 
(c) A z LxA’, then CI = A~~I(CQ + /?i) and ‘di E I T,x : Cli t A’ : pi; 
(d) A E xh’, then there is b such that PA’: 8, and either lYx2: fi + CC, or 
u 2 IT/~ and E-x~: TX for some TC; 
(e) A E dA’, then there is p such that PA’: /?, CC>TC~ and l7-d: IT for some 
(3) If EA: a and TtA: 8, then CI A /l E Types. 
Proof. (1) is immediate. We prove (2) and (3) by a simultaneous induction on A, 
showing each time first (2) by a secondary induction on deductions. 
l A E x. Point (2)(a) follows easily by induction on deductions, using the transitivity 
of <. 
Part (3) follows from (2)(a) and Lemma 5.3(7). 
l A E 1. Point (2)(b) follows easily by induction on deductions, using the fact that 
if [<a and [</I, then [<a AP. 
Part (3) follows from (2)(b) and Lemma 5.3(7). 
l A G ;IxA’. Point (2)(c) is proved by induction on deductions. If the last applied 
rule is (<), CI = /jiEf(c(i + /Ii) follows from Lemma 5.3( 1) and T,x : ai t- A’ : ji 
follows from Lemma 5.3(2). 
For (3) let by (2)(c) C( = Ai,-r(Mi + pi), /? = AjEJ(Mj + flj). Consider K C IUJ : 
if jjPEK ak # Types there is no problem. If AkEK xk E Types we have by (2)(c) that 
r,x : ak t A’ : b,+ for all k E K , therefore using rule ( < ) we have r,x : AkEK ak k 
A’ : fik for all k E K. This implies by induction AkEK /Ik E Types, so we conclude 
crr\/?~Types. 
l A E xAA’. The proof of (2)(d) is by induction on deductions. The only interesting 
case is when the last applied rule is (A I) 
(AI) 
rtA:ul r tA:u2 
rtA:u, Au2 
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By the secondary induction there are, for i = 1,2, pi such that C-A’: pi, and 
either Rx~: ji + Eli, or Cli arci/& and Tt-xA: rti for some Xi. By the induction with 
respect to (3) we cannot have TtxJ: pt + c11 and l%xi: 712, or Rx..?: fl2 -+ ~12 and 
rExA: ret. So we get pt A p2 E Types and either (/It 4 ~11) A (/?I -+ ~9) E Types or 
ret A 712 E Types. Therefore using rules ( <) and (A I) we can deduce TtA’: PI A /?2 
and either T&fit A/32 -+ cq A& or Tl-x2: ~1 Arc2 and al A ~(2 >(nt A 7c2)(/$ AB2). 
For (3) let r t- A: ~11 and r t- A: ~2. By (2)(d) there are for i = 1,2 pi such that 
+ 
TtA’: pi, and either TtxA: pi + Cti, or Cti as/Ii and TtxA: rti for some xi. SO we can 
conclude as above that /Ii A /?z E Types and either (fit + at ) A (82 -+ 0~2) E Types or 
rc1 A 7-52 E Types. This implies either cq A cc2 E Types or (ret A 7cz)(/?, A 82) E Types. 
In the second case we get (rci A 712)(pl A /~z)<~I/?I A 712/J by Lemma 5.3(5). This 
implies (~1 A Q)(~I A Pz) <al A 1x2, so we can conclude ~(1 A CQ E Types by Lemma 
5.3(7). 
l A E dA’. The proof of this case is similar to and simpler than that of the previous 
case. 0 
Points (1 )(d) and (1 )(e) of the above lemma are the key tools to prove the approx- 
imation theorem. The existence of the type /I expresses a kind of continuity which 
would be difficult to prove semantically. 
The set of types of approximate normal forms is not decreasing wrt the order relation 
3 between approximate normal forms. 
Lemma 6.3. (1) If TtA : c1 and A 3 A’ then TtA’ : a. 
(2) If A and A’ are approximants of the same term M, then a basis r cannot assign 
to A an arrow type and to A’ a zero type. 
Proof. (1). By induction on the definition of 5. 
(2). Since L&‘(M) is directed (Lemma 2.20) reasoning for a contradiction we would 
get a single approximate normal form which has both an arrow and a zero type (by 
(1)). This is impossible by Lemma 6.2(3) because the intersection of a zero type and 
an arrow type is not a type. 0 
We now establish a relation between the assignment system for terms and the as- 
signment system for approximate normal form which will be used in the approximation 
theorem. 
Definition 6.4. Let t- be the assignment system of Definition 5.4 with rule (Eqg) 
omitted. Let us say that a term M has strictly all the types of the approximant A if 
for each r, CI such that r t A: GI we have r t- M: a. 
Lemma 6.5. If A E &‘(M) and r t A: c(, then there is a /Lreduct M’ of M which has 
strictly all the types of A. 
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Proof. If a = w there is nothing to prove. When c1 # o the proof is by induction on 
the length of A E d(M). There are four cases to consider according to the possible 
shapes of A. 
Case 1. If A E 52 then a = o by the generation lemma. 
Case 2. Suppose A = kB E d(M). Then M -i kN with B E d(N). By 
induction there is a fi-reduct N’ of N which has strictly all the types of B. Now 
assume r k Lx.B: a. We will show that r t- J_x.N’: a. By the generation lemma 
ff = /jiJai + pi) with I’,x: ai t- B: /?i for each i. Since N’ has strictly all the types of 
B we have r,x: ai k- N’: pi for each i. It follows that r I- kN’: ai + pi for each i, 
and therefore r t- Jx.N’: a. 
Case 3. Suppose A E xAl . . . A,,, E d(M). If m = 0, then M --+i x and there is 
nothing to prove. If m > 0, then M --+i xN1 . . . N, with Ai E d(Ni) for each i. By 
induction there is a P-reduct xN,’ . . . NA_, of xNi . . . N,,_i which has strictly all the 
types of XAI . . . A,,,_, and a B-reduct NA of N,,, which has strictly all the types of 
A,,,. Assume now r 1 xAi . . . A,: a and let us show that r t- xN,!. . .NA: a. By the 
generation lemma there is p such that r t A,,,: fi and either r k XAI . . . A,_I: b + a 
or a3r$ and r t xAl... A,_l: n for some n. So we have r k- NA: B and either 
r t- xN,‘...N;_,$ + a or aa@ and r k- xNi...Nk_,:rr for some rt. In both 
cases rt-xN,‘...NA:a. 
Case 4. Suppose A EL Al . . . A,,, E d(M). If m = 0, then by the generation lemma 
[<a and r k- M: [ because M is a strong zero term. It then follows r t- M: a 
and we are done. Finally assume m > 0. Then M -i NP with N a strong zero term, 
IA I . . . A,_, E d(N) and A, E d(P). By induction there is a /?-reduct N’ of N which 
has strictly all the types of I Al . . . A,,_, and a b-reduct P’ of P which has strictly all 
the types of A,,,. We show that N’P’ has strictly all the types of _L A1 . . . A,. So assume 
rtIA I . . . A,,,: a and let us show r t- N’P’: a. Then by the generation lemma there 
is fi such that r l- A,:/3 and aan/ for some n such that r tI Al...A,_,:z We 
then have r t- P’: /3 and r t- N’: rc. Hence I’ t- NIP’: rc/? and since a > n/l we are 
done. 0 
7. Approximation theorem 
We prove the approximation theorem by means of a variant of Tait’s “computabil- 
ity” technique [48]. We define sets of “approximable” and “computable” terms. The 
computable terms are defined by induction on types, and every computable term is 
shown to be approximable (Lemma 7.3(2)). Using induction on type derivations, we 
show that every term is computable for the appropriate type (Lemma 7.4). 
Definition 7.1. We define two predicates App(T, a,M) and Comp(T, a,M) as follows: 
(1) App(T, a,M) H 34 E d(M). r I- A: a; 
(2) (a) Comp(T,o,M) is always true; 
(b) Comp(r,n,M) @ App(T,x,M) for every type rc of zero kind; 
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(c) Comp(T,a 4 B,M) holds iff App(T,o --+ o,M), and Comp(T’,a,N) implies 
Comp(T ti P, B,MN), for each r’ and N such that r and P are compatible 
bases; 
(d) Comp(T, a A fi,M) H Comp(T, a,M) and Comp(T, B,M). 
These notions agree with the typing rule ( < ) and depend only on the equivalence 
classes of terms modulo p-conversion. 
Lemma 7.2. (1) If a < /I and Comp(T, a,M) then Comp(T, fl,M). ’ 
(2) g- M =p M’, then App(T,a,M) ifs App(T,a,M’) and Comp(T,a,M) isf 
Comp( r, a, M’). 
(3) Let z $! FV(M) and P = r,z: a. If App(T',/?,Mz) and App(T,o + w,M), then 
ApW,a + B,M). 
Proof. (1) Easy induction with respect to the definition of < . 
(2) For App it suffices to observe that two /?-convertible terms have the same ap- 
proximants. For Comp we reason by induction on types. 
(3) Assume that A E &‘(Mz) and T’FA: 8. Moreover, assume that PA’: o + o for 
some A’ E d(M). We must prove that there exists A^ E d(M) such that PA^: a + /I. 
If p = w, one has TtA’:a + o, since abw; hence we can take A^ = A’. If A E Q we 
get a= o by Lemma 6.2( 1). 
If M is beta equal to an abstraction, then ,J.z.iVz =p M and we can choose A^ z ;Iz.A. 
If A =xA 1. . .A,Z we can choose A^ z xA, . . . A,. Indeed, since PI-A: b, we have by 
Lemma 6.2(2)(d) that either party and PtA^: n, or PtA^: y + 8, for some y with 
T’tZ: y. Notice that z $! FV(M) implies z $ FV(A^), so we get either TtA^: n, or 
+A: y -+ B. The condition R-A’: w --f o forbids TtA^: rc by Lemma 6.3(2). As an 
approximant of z, the term Z is either z or 52, and in both cases we must have a < y. 
Thus TtA^: a -+ p, as desired. 
The case A E -LA 1 . . .A,Z is excluded by Lemma 6.3(2). 0 
We can now show that computability implies approximability 
Lemma 7.3. For all r, a, L’ and M: 
(1) App(T,a,xL) * Comp(T,a,xQ 
(2) COmp(r,a,M) + App(r,a,M). 
Proof. We prove (1) and (2) by a simultaneous induction on a. 
l a is a zero type. Both parts are clear by definition. 
l a = a1 -+ a2. For part (1) assume App(T, a,xl). This means that there is an 
approximant A E sl’(xz) with r t- A : al + a2. By Lemma 6.3( 1) A can be taken 
of the form xi, where A’ is a vector of approximants of L’. 
5 The same property trivially holds for App( , , ) 
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We show that Comp(T,al 4 aZ,x,f). Assume Comp(P,al,N), where r,r’ are 
compatible. By the induction hypothesis, part (2), we have App(T’, al,N), that is, 
there is an approximant B E s%‘(N) of type al in the context r’. The term AB s x~B 
is an approximant of xlN, and we have TUT t AB : a2. Thus Comp(&T’, az,x,fN) 
follows from part (1) of the induction hypothesis. 
For part (2) suppose Comp(T, a1 + a2,M). We get by definition App(T,o -+ o,M). 
Let P = T,z: al, where z is fresh. Then we have 
Comp({z: ai},at,z) by part (1) 
+ Comp(T’, a2, Mz) by definition 
+ APP(~‘, adfz) by induction 
+ App(T,al -+ a2,M) by Lemma 7.2(3). 
l a = a1 A al. For part (1) we need that if TkA: a1 A a2, then +A: at and RA: a2 
(rule ( <)). For part (2) we need that any two approximations have a common 
refinement (Lemma 2.20), and that if A’ refines A, A’ has all the types of A in any 
basis (Lemma 6.3(l)). 0 
Lemma 7.4. Let r = {x,:p, ,..., xn:pn} and let Tt-M: a. Assume that Comp(Ti, pi, 
Ni) holds for each i d n and take r’ = u!= 1 Ti, Then 
CompV’, aMNl/xl,. . . ,N/x,l). 
Proof. By induction on the derivation of r k M: a. Cases (Ax) and (0) are immediate. 
Cases (--+ E) and (A I) follow from the induction hypothesis. Case ( < ) follows from 
the induction hypothesis and Lemma 7.2(l). Case (Eqp) follows from the induction 
hypothesis and Lemma 7.2(2). 
For the proof in case (- I), let M = 1y.P and a ES a1 -+ a2. Suppose that r, y: a1 F 
P: cq has been derived. Since Ay.0 is an approximant of (ly.P)[J?/x’] of type w + w, 
we have that App(T, o + w,M[fi/x’]) holds. 
If Comp(P, ai, Q) then from the induction hypothesis 
Comp(T’ &I l+‘,a,,P[Q/y,fl/x’]). 
There is no loss of generality in assuming that y 6 FV(fi), so that 
P[Q/y,I?/x’] = P[Y@][Q/y] and (Ay.P[ti/x’])Q = ((Ay.P)[fi/x’])Q. 
By the invariance of computability under p-conversion (Lemma 7.2(2)), it follows that 
Comp(P &J P, a2, ((Ay.P)[fl/Z])Q), and hence 
Comp(r’, a1 + a2, (~y.P)[~Fl), 
since the computable term Q was arbitrary. 
For rule (app) assume M = PQ and by induction Comp(P, rr, P&‘/x’]) and Comp(r’, 
a, Q[#/Z]). Then App(T’, n, P[@/x’]) and App(T’,a,Q[j?/if]) by Lemma 7.3(2). 
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This means T’l-A : n for some A E &(I’[#/?]) and ITA : CI for some A’ E 
&(Q[#/x’]). Notice that by Lemma 6.2(2)(c) A cannot be an abstraction, therefore 
AA’ E &‘(M[fl/x’]). Moreover we derive PI-AA’ : xrx, so we conclude Comp(T’,nc(, 
M[H/x’]). 0 
We can now prove the approximation theorem. 
Theorem 7.5 (Approximation Theorem). Z k M : CI ifs there is A E d(M) such that 
rt-A:a. 
Proof. (=x) Since App({x: /3}, /?,x) holds for any variable x and type p, then by 
Lemma 7.3(l), we have Comp({x: p},B,x). Th us we can apply Lemma 7.4 for the 
identity substitution, to obtain Comp(Z, a,M). We conclude using Lemma 7.3(2). 
(e=) By Lemma 6.5 ITA : c1 implies Z I-- M’: CI for some /I-reduct M’ of M. By 
an application of the rule (EqB) we conclude Z k M: a. Cl 
As an immediate consequence we have that only consistent types can be derived for 
the same term. So the set of types of any term in a given basis is a filter. 
Lemma 7.6. (1) Zf Zl-M: c( and TtM: p, then a A fi E Types. 
(2) For each term M and basis r the set {a 1 TtM: oz} is a jilter. 
Proof. (1) By Theorem 7.5 there are A,A’ E L&‘(M) such that II-A: a and PA’: p. 
Then by Lemma 6.3( 1) we have both IYA” : a and EA” : /3, where A” is the sup of 
A and A’ (A” exists by Lemma 2.20). So by Lemma 6.2(3) we conclude aAJ? E Types. 
(2) By (1) and rules (cc), (A I), (<) of Definition 5.4. 0 
Remark 7.7. Let I- the type assignment system of Definition 6.4, i.e. the system 
without rule rule (Egg). Lemma 7.6(l) holds a fortiori for t-, and it implies that we 
cannot derive a zero type for a term which is an abstraction. In particular we cannot 
type a /I-redex with rule (app). So we can show that subject reduction holds for t-- 
in the standard way. 
From Lemma 2.21, and Theorem 7.5, we get that types characterize mute terms, 
strong zero terms and zero terms. 
Lemma 7.8. (1) A term M is mute ifs t M : a implies 5 < a. 
(2) A term M is strong zero ifs k M : [. 
(3) A termM iszero ifyM:o-+u. 
8. Principal types 
In this section we show that two terms have the same types in every basis iff they 
are equal in the infinite A-calculus (Theorem 8.12). We will prove also that inclusion 
of approximants coincide with inclusion of deducible types (Theorem 8.22). 
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Recall that in our system we do not have type variables. The next definition gives 
us a sequence of zero types which in some respect behave as variables. 
Definition 8.1. Let 6’ = ([ + o + CD) A ((0 + w) + [). We define ~$0 as the type 
[([ + 0) and inductively 4i+i = 4i0. 
Lemma 8.2. For each Jnite set of integers I the expression AiE1 4i is a zero type 
and if AiE1 4i < 4ij, then j E I. 
Proof. Given I, the expression AiEl 4i has the form AiE1 rtiCli where each rti is either 
[ (if i = 0) or 4i_i and each Mi is either 5 + 8 (if i = 0) or 8. We must prove that 
this expression is a type. By induction on the length of the expressions (and observing 
that the intersection of c with any zero type is a zero type) AiE1 Xi is a zero type. 
We would be done if we show that AiEI ai is a type. For this it suffices to prove that 
6’ A ([ + 0) is a type, namely the intersection of ([ 4 o + o) A ((cc + o) -+ [) with 
[ A 0 is a type. This is clear by definition of the set of types since (w + o) A 8 = 6 
is a type. 
To prove the second part we need the following: 
Suppose, for the sake of a contradiction, that f3<c + 0. Then by Lemma 5.3(2) 
either w -+ ~<0 or [<0. Both are impossible since a zero type is not comparable 
with an arrow type. Similarly, if [ + 8< 9, then tI <[, which is again impossible. 
Now assume AiEI 4i < 4j and we prove j E I by induction on the length of the 
types involved. 
Case 1. If 0 is not in I and 0 # j, then we can write the given inequality as 
AiEl 4i-i 8 < 4j-i 8. By Lemma 5.3(4) it follows AiEI #i-i < $j-i, hence by induction 
j- 1 =i- 1 for some iEI, and therefore jE1. 
Case 2. If 0 E I and 0 # j, we consider H = I\ (0) and we write the given inequality 
as [([ + e)AALEH 4h-16<4jj-i0. This entails {A/\,,, 4h-i G4j-i by Lemma 5.3(4). 
If H is non-empty [ can be dropped from the left-hand-side and induction applies. If 
H is empty we have c < 4j-1, which is impossible. 
Case 3. If 0 E Z and 0 = j there is nothing to prove. 0 
Definition 8.3. (1) We define Tco as the basis {x,: & 1 n E N}. 
(2) Let A E &. The zero characteristic type et(A) of A is defined as follows. 
(a) et(Q) = w, 
(b) Ct(iLci.A) = 4i + Ct(A), 
(C) Ct(XiA1 . . .A,) = 4iCt(Al). . .Ct(A,)y 
(d) ct(L4, . . .A,) = jct(Al). ..ct(A,). 
Zero characteristic types of a-convertible approximate normal forms coincide up to 
a permutation of the 4i. 
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By induction on the length of A we have: 
Lemma 8.4. rrn l- A: et(A). 
Each zero characteristic type can be deduced only for approximate normal forms of 
a particular shape, as proved in the following Lemma 8.6. First we need one technical 
lemma. 
Lemma 8.5. (1) If rM t- xi: c1 then a is a zero type. 
(2) For no approximate normal form A we have Tco t A: 0 or Ta t A: 5 + 8. 
Proof. (1) By Lemmas 6.2(2)(a) and 5.3(3) since all types in Too are zero types. 
(2) Suppose Too t A: 8. Lemma 6.2(2) implies either A E J..xZxA’ or A E xA, for 
some x, A’, A’. 
Recalling the definition of 19, in the first case we get by Lemma 6.2(2)(c) r_x: [ t 
A’:o+w and r oo,x: w --+ o t- A’: [. Then Lemma 6.2(2) implies A’ E y& for some 
y, 3. From r,,x: 5 k A’: cc) -+ o we have r,,x: i t y: ?Z -+ o + w for some cx’. This 
is impossible by (1) being also [ a zero type. 
In the second case we get by Lemma 6.2(2)(d) lYm k x: Z + I3 for some a’, which 
is again impossible by (1). 
The proof that for no approximate normal form A we have Too k A: [ --f 0 is similar. 
0 
Lemma 8.6. (1) If Too k A: &, then A 3 xi. 
(2) If rM t A: xa and 7ra # 4i for all i, then A E AlAz with Too t- Al: K and 
Too t- AZ: a. 
(3) Ifr,tA:~i~a,thenA_~xiA’andr,~AA’:a. 
Proof. We prove point (l), the others follow easily from Lemmas 6.2(2) and 8.5(l). 
If Tcu t A: +i Lemma 6.2(2) implies either A 3 Lk’ or A = XA , for some A, A’, x. 
In the first case we get by Lemma 6.2(2)(e) rm k A’: [ -+ 0, if i = 0, and rM t 
A’: 8, if i > 0. Both cases are impossible by Lemma 8.5. 
In the second case, if A’ is not empty, then by Lemma 6.2(2)(d) either we must 
deduce an arrow type for x from rM - which is impossible by Lemma 8.5(l) - or 
some of the component of A’ must have type [ -+ t? or 0. We conclude that A’ is empty 
and A G xi, because if A E Xj we have 4i < $j by Lemma 6.2(2)(a), which implies 
i = j by Lemma 8.2. 0 
Notice that the condition 7ca # 4i in Lemma 8.6(2) is necessary, as Lemma 8.6(l) 
shows. 
Intuitively et(A) is the “best” type deducible for A from the basis Too. However this 
does not mean that all other deducible types are act(A), for example ct(1) = $1 --f 41, 
but rM t I : (co + w) -+ u + o. We will prove that if Too k &et(A), then B will 
have all the types of A (in r, ). 
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Definition 8.7. We define A & B iff Too t B: et(A). 
By the approximation theorem we have easily the following lemma. 
Lemma 8.8. Given two terms M and N with { c1 / Ta k M: ct} &{a 1 Too t N: a} and 
given A E d(M), there is some B E d(N) with A -& B. 
Proof. We have I’03 I- A: et(A), hence I’m F M: et(A) by the easy part of the approx- 
imation theorem. By our hypothesis Tm I- N: et(A). By Theorem 7.5 there is some 
B E J&‘(N) with Tm I- B:ct(A). 0 
Our next goal is to give a geometric meaning to &. 
Definition 8.9. We say that B is a zero-expansion of A iff B is obtained from A by 
replacing some occurrences of s2 by arbitrary approximate normal forms, and some 
occurrences of I by approximate normal forms of the shape I(? or xe. 
It is important to remark that free variables can be captured and become bound in 
this replacement. 
Example 8.10. x_Lzc(~y.y) is a zero-expansion of J-x(Ay.1). 
Note that if A 5 B, then B is a zero-expansion of A. More generally it is easy to 
see that B is a zero-expansion of A if B is obtained from some B’ k A by replacing 
some occurrences of I with some variables. Clearly if A is a zero-expansion of B and 
B is a zero expansion of A, then A E B. 
The following lemma explains how the relation 5, binds the structure of approxi- 
mate normal forms. 
Lemma 8.11. A do0 B ifs B is a zero-expansion of A. 
Proof. (Only if): Suppose Tm F B: et(A). We prove that B is a zero-expansion of A 
by induction on the length of A. 
The crucial case is when A = -LA1 . . . A, (n 2 0). Then et(A) has the form [ccl . . . a,. 
If B has type et(A) in the basis Too, then by Lemma 8.6(2) and Lemma 6.2(2) B must 
be of the form xjB1. . . B,, or IZB l...B,where$maybeemptyandfori=l,..., n, 
B; has type cl; in rM. By induction for i = 1,. . . , n, Bi is a zero-expansion of Ai. Since 
.x3 and 18 are zero-expansion of I, we conclude that B is a zero-expansion of A. 
IfAEXiA 1 . . . A, (n 2 0), then et(A) has the form $iai . . . a,,. If B has type et(A) in 
the basis Tm, then by Lemma 8.6, B must be of the form xiBl . . . B, with Bi of type 
ai and induction applies. 
If A = &A’, then et(A) has the form 4i -+ a. If B has type et(A) in Tw then B 
must be an abstraction Ay.B’ and by a renaming of bound variables we can assume 
y E xi. Then Too F B’: c1 and induction applies. 
If A E 52 there is nothing to prove. 
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(If) For the implication from right to left assume that B is a zero-expansion of A. 
Then B is obtained from some C ? A by replacing some occurrences of I by some 
variables. We have rM E C: c&4) by Lemma 6.3( 1). Moreover in the basis Too each 
type deducible for I is also deducible for a variable. We conclude that Tm t B: et(A). 
Now we can prove that types deducible from Ta characterize infinite trees. 
Theorem 8.12. {a 1 Tm t M: ct} = {ct 1 Too k N: a} if and only ifM =ml N. 
Proof. (Only if) By Theorem 2.23 it suffices to show that the infinite trees of M and 
N coincide for the first n levels for every n (Definition 2.17). Let A E d(M) be 
the n-th approximant of M (Definition 2.17), i.e. A E (M)“. By Lemma 8.8 there is 
B E d(N) with A 5, B and we can assume that B k (N)“. By symmetry there is 
A’ E d(M) with B do3 A’ and we can assume A’ k (M)“. So we get A E (M)” 5 A’, 
which implies by Lemma 2.22 (A)” E (A’)“. This together with A & B 5, A’ gives 
us (A)” E (B)” E (A’)“. So we conclude (M)” - (N)” using Lemma 2.22. 
(If) By Theorem 2.23 and Theorem 7.5. 0 
Our next goal is to show that if {a 1 r t M: cz} &{a 1 r 1 N: cx} for every r, 
then d(M) & d(N). It will not be enough to take the basis ro3 or any other single 
basis r. In fact, if r assigns to xi a zero type (like the basis r,), then all the types 
assigned to @ (namely [ and o) will also be assigned to xi. On the other hand if 
r assigns to x, an arrow type then all the types assigned to xi can also be assigned 
to its q-expansion ly.xiy. In both cases we do not have the inclusion of the set of 
approximants. Our strategy will be to consider both the basis Too and a suitable set of 
other basis which assign to the variables arrow types. 
In order to find the basis that we need let us first discuss a technical point. Let 
r = r’ b9 Ix: CI~ -+ . . . 4 ak -+ p}. In general given a valid judgment of the form 
r t XA 1 . ..Ak.P it is not necessarily the case that r t Ai:Gli for i = l,...,k (for 
instance p might be w, or r’ may contain other declarations involving x). We will 
restrict to a special kind of judgments where in the above situation we can indeed 
deduce r t- Ai: Cli. 
Lemma 8.13. (1) Let n E N. Given a finite set of integers Z, iffor each i E I the 
expression cl(li) + . . -+ c@ -+ $i is a type, then the intersection &(cl(li) -+ 
(9 . . . + c& --+ &li) is U type. 
(2) Suppose that Ai,-r(~y) + .. ’ + a!’ ---f @i)</?l + .. . + j?,, + dj. Then j E I 
and a~)>fi1,~..,&)>/3,,. 
Proof. (1) By induction on n. The case n = 0 holds since AiE1 4i is a type by Lemma 
8.2. The induction step follows immediately by induction from Definition 3.6. 
(2) By induction on IZ. The case n = 0 holds by Lemma 8.2. For n > 0 we use 
Lemma 5.3(2) to reduce to the case n - 1. 0 
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Definition 8.14. r is a special basis of order n if each type declaration in r has the 
fOiXl X1 AiE,(Mji) + ’ ‘. + @Ii’ + CO + 4i). 
Note that each member of the above intersection ends with a different di. 
Notation. uh + CJ is inductively defined by w” + c=o and mh+’ + o=o + gh --) o. 
Lemma 8.15. Let r = r’ ld {x: u.1 -+ . . . + ak ---f CO”-~ --t w -+ $ji) be a special 
basis of order II and let k Gn. If r k xB1 . . . Bk: cPk 4 o -+ 4ji, then r F Bi: Cli for 
i = l,...,k. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.2(2)(d) there are types /Ii,. . . , Bk such that r k Bi: pi and r k 
x: pi + . . . -+ fik + (j.,“-k + o t 4j. By definition of special basis of order n, r 
assigns to x a finite intersection of arrow types such that exactly one of the types of 
the intersection ends with +ji, so this type must be ~11 -+ . . . --f &k + cdek --+ CO + Qti. 
By Lemma 8.13(2) we have Cli a/3,. Hence r I- Bi: ai. q 
The special basis of order n give us useful information about approximate normal 
forms of order n, defined below. 
Definition 8.16. d,, is the subset of d consisting of all those A E Oe such that, if 
BA, . . . Ak is a subterm of A, then k bn. 
Clearly, A? = U, dn. Note that z&‘, is closed under subterms. 
Remark 8.17. If the length of B is bn, then from a special basis of order n we cannot 
deduce a zero type for .&. 
Now we define for each n and for each A E d, a special basis and a type which 
intuitively give the “best” information about A. In the next definition we write pp,(A) = 
(r : a) although to be precise we should write (r : LY_) E pp,(A) since the principal pair 
pp,(A) is unique only up to a permutaion of the $i and different 4i are associated to 
different occurrences of the same variable. 
Definition 8.18. Let A E ,al,. The n-th arrow principal pair pp,(A) of A is inductively 
defined as follows. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
PP,(Q) = 6% 4. 
If pp,(A) = (T,x: p; ix), then pp,(k.A) = (r; p + a). 
If pp,(A) = (r; a) and x does not occur in r, then pp,(I..x.A) = (r; w + M). 
If pp,(Ai) = (Tt; mi) (1 <i < k) where k < IZ and l+J%, Ti is a special basis of order 
n, 6 then pp,(lA 1 . . .&) = (& rj; [CC1 . . . c(k). 
If pp,(Ai) = (Ti;ai) (1 <idk) where k<n and r = & ri k~ {x:tlt + . . . -+ 
c(k --f c!,“-k + o + $j} is a special basis of order n,’ then pp,(xAl . . .Ak) = 
6 This condition can always be satisfied by choosing ri which do not contain the same 4,. 
’ This condition can always be satisfied by choosing ri which do not contain the same I#J,, and q%, new. 
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(I-; oY-k -+ o --f 4j). (In particular when k = 0 we obtain pp,(x) = ({x: w” + 
w + &I; w” 4 w + &j))_ 
It is easy to verify that Tt-A: c1 whenever gp,(A) = (r; cl}. 
The basis of pp,(A) assigns to each free variable x in A a finite intersection of arrow 
types, where each member of the intersection corresponds to a different occurrence of 
x in A and ends with a different 4i. Contrary to what happens in the basis Too, where 
the & correspond to the variables, here the di are associated to the various occurrences 
of the variables, If we already know that B is a zero expansion of A, pp,(A) can give 
us the lacking information to conclude A 3 B. 
Lemma 8.20. Let A, B E d4, with B a zero-expansion of A. Suppose that pp,(A) = 
(r; a) and r F B: a. Then A 3 B. 
We actually need a stronger result in which we allow to extend r and B is not 
required to be in ~2~ : we only require that a sufficiently large h-th approximant of B 
is in ~4~. 
Lemma 8.21. Let A E dn and let B a zero-expansion of A. Suppose that pp,(A) = 
(r; a) and r’ F B: a for some special basis S 2 r of order n. Suppose further that 
some h-th approximant (B)h of B is in d, where h is so big that (A)h = A. Then 
A 5 B. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on A. 
IfA-LA 1 . . . Ak (k >O), then pp,(A) = (&J:, Ti; [al . . . ak) with pp,(Ai) = (ri; cq) 
(i = l,... ,k). Since B is a zero expansion of A, B must be either of the form 
-LBB ,...& Or Xib 1. . . Bk with Bi a zero expansion of Ai. In both the second case 
by our hypothesis the length of JB I . . . Bk is <n. By assumption r’ !- B: [al . . . ak for 
some special basis r’ Z &, Ti of order n. In the first case r’ F Bi: ai (i = I,. . . , k) by 
Lemma 6.2. It is easy to see that induction applies and gives us A, 5 Bi (i = I,. . . ,k). 
If B E IBB I . . . Bk, then A 5 B and we are done. If B G .&B, . . . Bk we reach a 
contradiction because a special basis of order n cannot assign to such a term a zero 
type (Remark 8.17). 
IfA -xA , . ..Ak (k>,O), then pp,(A) = (& ri kJ {x: a1 + . . . * ak + co”-k + 
0 --+ #j);wk 4 (t) + (pi) where pp,(Ai) = (ri; Ei} (i = 1,. . . , k). Since B is a 
zero-expansion of A, B must be of the form xB1 . . .Bk with Bi a zero-expansion of 
Ai (i = I,..., k). By assumption r’ t B: o.Fk + ~1) + dj for some special basis 
rf 2 & ri 0f or d er n. This implies r’ 1 Bi:ai (i = l,...,k) by Lemma 8.15. It is 
easy to see that induction applies and gives us Ai 5 Bi (i = 1,. . . , k). Hence A 5 B. 
The case A - LA’ is easy. q 
Theorem 8.22. {air t M: a} c_{alr t N: a}f or every r if and only if&(M) 2 d(N). 
Proof. Assume the antecedent. Then by the approximation theorem for every A E 
S?(M) and every valid judgment r F A: ~1, there is B E d(N) with r I- B: a. Take 
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A E d(M) and let us show that A E d(N). Let h be so big that (A)’ E A. Let n be so 
big that A and (N)* belong to &a and let pp,(A) = (r; DC). Then there is B E d(N) 
with r t- B: CL Since ro3 k A: et(A), there is a B’ E d(N) with r k B’: d(A). So B’ 
is a zero expansion of A. Since the set of approximants of d(N) is directed we can 
assume that B’ E B. Moreover we can assume that B k (N)h. By Lemma 8.21 we 
conclude that A 5 B. Since &Y(N) is downward closed, A E d(N). 
The converse follows immediately from the approximation theorem (Theorem 7.5). 
q 
The proof of Theorem 8.22 gives us a discrimination algorithm, i.e. for two arbitrary 
terms A4,N with different infinite trees, we can always find an integer n, two types a,/? 
and a special basis r of order n such that T,tM : a, EM : /3, and either rm YN : ct, 
or r YN : 8. We simply take an approximate normal form A such that A f d(M) 
and A # d(N). Now we compute: 
l cc=&(A); 
l h as the least i such that (A)’ E A; 
l n as the least j such that both A and (N)h are in &j; 
. (r; D) = H’,(A). 
Example 8.23. Let M E Rz, and N = xi : then I E d(M) and I $! d(N). We 
have cl(l) = [, h = 1, n = 0, p,(l) = (8; [). Now rm k x1 : [, but y x1 : c. If 
instead we consider M f JXZ.XIXZ, and N E xi we get A4 E d(M) and M # d(N). 
In this case d(M) = ~$2 + q$&, h = 3, n = 1, ,q(M) = ({xl: (co2 + 42) -+ co + 
41);(w2 4 42) + w -+ 41). It is easy to verify that Tco y xi: & + 4142, but 
{x,:(~~~~2)~0--t~~}tx,::(~~~~2)~0~~~. 
This example shows why two basis and two types are necessary to distinguish terms 
with different sets of approximants. 
9. Completeness 
Our completeness proof uses essentially a term model. Following the approach of 
[52] (which is inspired by [19]), we consider the I-calculus enriched with a new 
constant c” for each c1 E Types (more precisely ca is associated to the equivalence 
class of c1 modulo the equivalence of types induced by the preorder G). We consider 
a type assignment system which assigns to c” type a. We borrow from [52] the idea 
of modifying the conversion between terms taking into account typing information. In 
the term model modulo the modified conversion c’ will have type c1 semantically. So 
in this model every type is inhabited. We write c,c’ etc. to denote one of the c”. 
Definition 9.1. ,4(g) is the set of terms X generated by 
X := x 1 c / Xx 1 Ax.X, where c E g. 
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Let _4(Q?)s be the set of closed terms of n(V). Notice that the subterms of terms in 
/l(g)0 generally belong to A(%‘), not to n(%?)o. The definition of zero term and strong 
zero term in A(%?), is the same as for the ordinary A-calculus considering the c’s as 
free variables. So a term X E A(%?)0 is strong zero iff X is a zero term and X cannot 
be P-reduced to a J.-free head normal form, i.e. to a term of the shape cf. 
Definition 9.2. The type assignment t + is obtained from E by adding an axiom 
(P)T t cc(: CI 
for each constant ca. 
Remark 9.3. An alternative definition is: given X E .4(‘+?)s we define k+ X: c1 iff 
r t X: CI where r is the basis which assigns to each ca type CI. This makes sense since 
the constants c’ can also be considered as free variables. 
Given A4 E n with free variables x1,. . .,x,, we have 
{x1: Pl, . . ..xn.Pn} t 44:~ iff t+ M[cBl/xl,...,,Bn/,n]:~. 
So t+ can be defined in terms of the old derivability 1. This implies that all the 
properties of the type assignment system still hold, modulo the natural mapping between 
free variables in n and constants in n(‘%)s. In particular the approximation theorem is 
true for /1(%?)0, by extending the definitions of infinite trees and n-th approximants in 
the obvious way, and the definition of &( ) accordingly. 
The model we will use to prove the completeness theorem will be an adequate A- 
algebra given by a quotient of ,4(%‘)c with respect to a suitable equivalence relation 
-. We cannot take N to be the /?-conversion because otherwise all the constants coL 
will be zero elements of the model according to Definition 3.2 while - in order to 
make all types inhabited - we would like that ca belongs to the interpretation of the 
type a according to our semantics (Definition 3.5). More generally we would like 
that if t-+:X: c(, then (the equivalence class of) X belongs to the interpretation of the 
type CI. In particular we need that cX belongs to the interpretation of the type 7r~ 
whenever t+ ~8 : m, i.e. we need to find Y,Z such that cXNYZ and Y belongs to 
the interpretation of rt, Z belongs to the interpretation of CI. The original idea was to 
define X - Y iff X and Y have the same types in the assignment system tf. This 
might work, but unfortunately with this definition we are not able to prove that X-X’ 
and Y-Y’ imply XY-X’Y’. * So we take a weaker definition of - which includes the 
B-conversion and is included in the relation “having the same types”. The definition 
is quite technical. First we ensure that whenever we cannot deduce [ for a term X, 
‘To solve this problem we may define X-vY iff for every context C[ ] the terms C[X] and C[Y] have 
the same types. With this definition N will respect application but we are not able to prove that if t+ X: {, 
ä + X’: [ and XY N X’Y’, then X-X’ and Y-Y’. This is needed to ensure that when the equivalence 
classes of X and X’ belong to the interpretation of [, then X and X’ are zero terms which satisfy condition 
(2) of the definition of adequate I-algebra (Definition 3.3). 
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then the interpretation of X (i.e. its equivalence class) will not be a zero element of 
the model. We have this for free when X reduces to an abstraction, so we need to 
consider only the case X =b &. Observe that if we cannot deduce [ for a term X, 
then either we can deduce only types in 1 {w}, or we can deduce w -+ w. If we can 
deduce w + w we will arrange so that X-IX. If we can deduce only types in 7 {w} 
we will arrange so that X is in relation N with P. So in particular X will fail to be 
a zero element because we put PY - cw for all Y. It is important to keep in mind 
that all the terms that we will identify will have the same types. To improve proof 
readability, we will define +* as the least reduction relation containing both -+g and 
an ad hoc binary relation that we call jc. So we start with the definition of dc. 
Definition 9.4. Let -+c be the binary relation on A(%?), defined by the following rules: 
(c - w) PX -+e P; 
(c - zero) c”” +c C’C’ for all zero types n; 
(c - q) ~.PX +c cc, for all arrow types a; 
(c - arrow) cA,tl(Q+B,)X +c c”~~~~J where J = {i E I 1 k+ X: Q}. 
(If J is empty we define AjEJ pj = w.) 
Notice that -+c is not closed under contexts. Closure under contexts will be taken 
later in the definition of +*. The following lemma motivates our definition. 
Lemma 9.5. ZfX, Y E ,4(Q), and X +c Y, then {a 1 tf X: cc} = {ct 1 t+ Y: LX}. 
Proof. We check only that c”*~~(~;+~I)X has the same types of c”~~J~J where J = 
{i E Z 1 t+ X: txi}. So suppose t- + c*~E~(~~+~~~)X: c(. We prove that F+ c”@Bj: ~1. This 
amounts to showing that CL 2 AjEJ /?j. By the approximation theorem and the generation 
lemma there is y such that Ff c”l~~(Q+~~): y -+ CI and t-+ X: y. By the generation 
lemma Aj,c(ai + /$)Qy -+ cc. So by Lemma 5.3(2) there is H CZ with AhEH tlh > y 
and AhfH fib <cr. The former inequality implies I+ X: AhEH ah and therefore H C J. 
Hence a 2 I\hEH bh 2 I\jEJ Pj. 
The other direction is easy. q 
We are interested in the reduction on A(%‘) generated by jc and -‘p. 
Definition 9.6. -+* is the least reduction relation containing -+c and +p. 
Also ---f* preserves typing on terms of ,4(G?)s, i.e. we have the following subject 
conversion theorem. 
Theorem 9.7. If X, Y E ,4(g),, and X +* Y, then {a ( F+ X: ct} = (a 1 tf Y: ct}. 
Proof. We can assume X G C[T] and Y = C[Z] for some context C[ ] and terms T,Z 
such that either T is a /I-redex and Z is its contractum, or T -+c Z. In the first case 
we can apply rule (EqP ). In the second case suppose that X has type GI in the system 
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I-+. If we suppose instead that Y has type tl in the system t-+ the proof is similar. 
By the approximation theorem and Lemma 6.5 there is a fl-reduct X’ of X such that 
one can deduce X’: a in the system 1’ without using the rule (Eqg). Since every T 
begins with a constant or has the form Jx.cx, we have a good control of the residues 
of the T in X’ (note that T is a closed term). Indeed if T does not have the form 
,Jx.cx, then X’ must be of the form C’[T’] with C[y] -+i C’[y] and T -i T’ (y is 
a fresh variable). If T has the form JXCX, then X’ must be of the form C’[T’] with 
ml -; C’[y] and either T’ s T or T’ E c (y is a fresh variable). Since T, T’ and 2 
have the same types (by rule (Eqg) and Lemmas 9.5) and we did not use rule (Eqp) 
to assign a to X’, we have t+ C’[Z]: a. Since Y =B C’[Z] we conclude t’ Y: a. 0 
We need to prove that 4 * is Church-Rosser. We essentially use the following result 
due to Takahashi [49]: 
a semi-orthogonal conditional l-calculus is conjluent. 
The rules allowed in conditional ;l-calculi are rule schemes, but we don’t need such 
generality. For our purpose it is sufficient to borrow from [49] the following: 
the /?-rule (J_x.M)N +p M[N/x] is a rule scheme; 
the generalized q-rule JxMx +,, M if x 9 W(M) and p(M), 
where p is a predicate closed under substitution and reduction, is a rule scheme; 
the Mitschke b-rules [5, Theorem 15.3.31 
6M, . ..M., -)aN ifpl(Ml,...,M,) 
. . . . . . 
6M1 . . .M,, -6 Nk if pk(Ml,. . . ,M,) 
where Ni,. . . ,Nk are closed terms and ~1,. . . , pk are mutually disjoint predicates, 
closed under substitution and reduction, are rule schemes. (If pi(M~, . . . , M,) implies 
that Ml,..., M,, are closed, then pi is obviously closed under substitutions and we 
need only require closure under reduction.) 
We give now the definition of conditional A-calculus. 
Definition 9.8. A conditional I-calculus is a reduction system (AZ; +E), where: 
(1) the terms in & are constructed from a countable set of variables and function 
symbols (we consider the abstraction operator J_x9 as a unary function symbol); 
(2) -2 is a reduction relation induced by a set of rule schemes providing: 
(a) different rule schemes share no redexes; 
(b) each rule scheme is closed under substitution; 
(c) the predicate of each rule scheme is closed under substitution and reduction. lo 
9 In addition to k there may be other operators which bind variables. 
“The third condition of [49] is more general, but the present one is sufficient for us. 
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To define semi-orthogonality, we need the notion of critical containment between 
redexes, which in turn would require the introduction of rule schemes in their full 
generality. Roughly, a redex R contains critically another redex R’ if R’ is a subterm 
of R and they share some function symbols which characterize them as redexes. We 
hope the following examples be enlightening. The b-redex (J_x.Mx)N with x 6 FV(M) 
contains critically the q-redex ;Ix.Mx. Notice that they share the same kc. Instead, the 
fi-redex (;lx.M)(ly.Ny) with y $Z FV(N) contains non-critically the n-redex ly.Ny. 
Definition 9.9. A conditional A-calculus where: 
(1) each redex contains critically at most another redex; 
(2) if redex R contains critically R’, then the term obtained from R by contracting R’ 
is identical with the contractum of R; 
is semi-orthogonal. ” 
In the light of these definitions we examine the rules of hc. Clearly, rules (c--o) and 
(c-zero) are Mitschke’s b-rules. Also rules (c-arrow) are Mitschke’s b-rules, thanks 
to Theorem 9.7, which guarantees the closure under reduction. To better understand 
why, let us consider the case I = { 1,2}. Then we can rewrite 
as 
cAiE!(a!+B,?y +c cBIAB2 if t+ X: a1 * ~~ 
,&E&Z-n)~ +c $1 if k+X:crl and y’ X:CI~ 
&EI(%+BZ)X +c $2 if t++X:al and ~+X:CQ 
#+&i’B~)X __+c m if y+X:al and y+X:a2. 
Rule (c - r) is a generalized n-rule, so it is a rule scheme in the sense of [49]. 
It is easy to verify that (,4(s); . -*) IS a conditional A-calculus in the sense of Defini- 
tion 9.8. Moreover (A(%?); -+*) is semi-orth ogonal: the only case of critical containment 
between redexes is (kcx)F, but we have (Lx.cx)F 4~ cF and (ilx.cx)F -+C CF. So 
we can conclude: 
Theorem 9.10. The reduction relation +* is confluent on A(%?). 
Appendix A contains a direct proof of the above theorem which follows the well- 
known proof scheme of Tait and Martin-Liif as in [5, Section 3.21. 
Definition 9.11. - is the least congruence relation on /i(g) containing -+c and +D. 
Since +* preserves types also - preserves type. 
To define our model we restrict N to A(%?),. 
‘I The definition of semi-orthogonality given in [49] properly includes the present one. 
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Definition 9.12. For X E A(%‘)0 let [X] = {Y E A(%?), ] Y -X}. Define 
(I) 4W)ol -= {WI I Jr E NQoh 
(2) WI. [Yl = Pm 
Notice that . is well defined since - is a congruence. 
Definition 9.13. Given an environment s: Vur -+ A(%@/ N, s(q) = [Xi], and a term 
M E n with free variables xi,. . . ,x,, we define [M]$“” as the equivalence class 
modulo - of M[Xi/x,, . . . ,X,/x,]. 
Note that [ ]I$‘)’ is well defined since - is a compatible relation on A(%?), so 
the given definition does not depend on the choice of the representatives Xi of the 
equivalence classes S(Xi) E A(%?),/ -. 
Theorem 9.14. (A(W),/ -, ., [ ]n(w)o) is a I-algebra 
Proof. Obvious from the fact that - is the restriction to the closed terms of a com- 
patible congruence containing =b. q 
Notice that (A(@),/ -, ., [ Jn(a)o ) is not extensional, and it does not even satisfy 
the weak form of extensionality required for a l-model (axiom (t)). For example let 
~=(~--+o-+o)/\((w-+o)--+~) and +=((o+w)-+w-+o)A([+~). The 
following two terms are extensionally equivalent: J_x.ce(csx) and &. In fact both terms 
give cw if the input has only type o, give c o’w if the input has an arrow type, and 
give ci if the input has a zero type. But we cannot show J_x.ce(cex) - 8. The same 
example shows that the relation X - X’ is strictly weaker than the relation “having 
the same types”. 
We use the above model to prove the completeness of t-. We are going to use the 
fact that, by Lemma 7.6(2), for every X E #%?)o the set {CY 1 I+ X: a} is a filter. 
So in particular we cannot derive both a type of arrow kind and a type of zero kind 
for X. 
The following three lemmas characterize equivalence classes of terms according to 
their typings. 
Lemma 9.15. X - lX zz t+ X: 0 --f 0. 
Proof. If X - IX, then clearly k+ X: o + o. Conversely if E+ X: w -+ o, then by 
the approximation theorem and the generation lemma either X =p J.x.X’ or X =p co2 
for some arrow type cr and some 2 = Xi,. . . ,X, with n > 0. We have c’XiX2 . . .X,, - 
cP& . . .X, where c”Xi -fc cp. Also the type p must be of arrow kind since t+ X: o -+ 
0. So we can iterate until we get X - c’ for some r of arrow kind. But then c’ - 
Jx.c’x =p IX and we are done. 0 
Lemma 9.16. X - cw 28 {ct ] tf X: a} =T (0). 
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Proof. The “only if” part is easy. For the converse suppose {a 1 I-+ X: cc} =t {co}. 
Then X cannot be P-reduced to a I-abstraction or to a strong zero term (since otherwise 
X would have type w + w or { respectively). So X must have a j?-reduct of the form 
cy for some 2 = X i, . . . ,X,. If c = c” with n of zero kind, then k+ X: [, contrary to 
the assumptions. If c E cw we get X N cw by repeated applications of rule COY -fc 
co and we are done. If c E ~“~e’(‘~+fi~) then J? cannot be empty, since otherwise 
t-+ X: AiEr(ai + fi’). We conclude by induction on the length of X observing that 
CX, . . .X, -+* cA’EJp’X2. _ .& for some J C I. 0 
Lemma 9.17. (1) Suppose k+ X: [ and XY +*Z. Then Z E X’Y’ with X-+*X’ and 
Y+‘Y’. 
(2) kf x: 7101 $7-x N YZ for some Y,Z with t+ Y: n and k-+ Z: u. 
(3) t+ X: [ ifs [X] is a zero element of A(%?)o/ N. 
Proof. (1) Since t+ X: [, X cannot reduce to a I-abstraction otherwise it would also 
have type w -+ w, contradicting the fact that the types of X form a filter. So by 
definition of -+* the only possibility is Z E X’Y’ with X+*X’ and Y+*Y’. 
(2) By Theorem 7.5 there is A E Oe(X) such that kf A : na. By Lemma 6.2(2) 
the only possibilities are A E l&l’ or A E ~2. In the first case we have X =p 
YZ with d E J%‘(Y) and A’ E d(Z). So by Lemma 6.2(2)(e), Lemma 5.3(4) and 
Theorem 7.5 we get t+ Y : 7~, t+ Z : ct. In the second case we have X =B cX for 
some _? = Xi . . .X,. If n > 0 we get by the same argument I-+ cXi . . .Xn-i : 7t and 
I-+ X, : a. If n = 0 then by the generation lemma c E cfl with fi<rccc. But then we 
must have by Lemma 5.3(4),(6) /I = n’cc’ with 7t’ < rc and a’ < CI, and we can take 
YE& andZ=c”‘. 
(3) (+) t+ X: [ implies X # Lx otherwise X would have a type of arrow kind. 
Moreover XY - XY’ gives us Y - Y’ by (1) and the confluence of +*. So [X] is a 
zero element. 
(e=) Suppose [X] is a zero element and If’ X: [. Then either t+ X: w 4 w or 
{a / kf X:a} =t {w}. If t-+ X: w + w, then X - lX by Lemma 9.15. If {x 1 t+ 
X: a} =T {w} then X N cw by Lemma 9.16. In both cases we have a contradiction 
since neither LX nor cw are zero elements (the latter because PY N co for all Y). Cl 
Now we can prove the adequacy of our model. 
Theorem 9.18. The I-algebra (A(%‘),/ N, ., [ ln(u)o) is adequate. 
Proof. We need to check the conditions of Definition (3.3). Condition (1) follows 
from Lemma 9.17(3), since k+ X : ( implies t+ XY : 5 for all Y. For condition 
(2) assume t+ X : [, t-+ X’ : [, and XY - X’Y’. By the Church-Rosser property 
and Lemma 9.17(l) there are X”, Y” such that X--+*X”, X/+*X”, Y-+*Y”, and 
Y’+*Y”. So we conclude X - X’ and Y - Y’. Condition (3) follows from rule (0 
and Lemma 9.17(3). 0 
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Lemma 9.19. [X] E I[cc]I isf t+ X : cc. 
Proof. We prove (+) and (+) simultaneously by induction on CI. 
CI z c. By Lemma 9.17(3). 
c( = o + CO. (+). By Lemma 9.15 we get X N LX. 
(+). Let ad absurdum v+ X : w + w. By Lemma 9.16 this implies either k+ X : [ 
or X - P. The first case is impossible, since by Lemma 9.17(3) we would have 
[X] E [[I. The second case is also impossible, since cw +J lc@. 
o! zz j? --) y. (+). tf X : j3 -+ y implies t-+ X : w + co, so by Lemma 9.15 we get 
X-IX: 
[Y] E [/?I =+ k+ Y : p by induction wrt (+) 
=+ kfXY:y by rule (-+ E) 
+ [X] . [Y] E [rjj by induction 
+ [X] E [j? -+ yn by definition. 
(=+) Notice that [X] E [/I -+ yn implies [X] E [w + o]l, so we have t+ X : o + w 
as in the previous case. Moreover: 
[X] E [/I + yj + V[Y] E [/?I. [X] . [Y] E [yj by definition 
+ [Xi. P7 E bn since [cp] E [jq 
by induction( e=) 
+ k+ Xcfi : y by induction 
+ k+X:p+y by Lemma 7.2(3), and 
Theorem 7.5. 
CI = rep. (-+) By Lemma 9.17(2) we have X N YZ and r k+ Y : n, r t-+ Z : j3 for 
some Y, Z. By induction [Y] E [rcj and [Z] E [PII, so we conclude [X] E [rcfin. 
For (+), notice that [X] E [rcj?J implies YZ - X, for some Y E [rc]l and Z E [fin. 
By induction wrt (+) tf Y : TC and t-+ Z : /?, so t-+ YZ : T$’ by rule (app), and we 
can conclude tf X : n/3 by Theorem 9.7. 
a = /I A y. Easy by induction. II 
Definition 9.20. sr( ) is the term environment defined by sr(x) = [c”] iff x : LY E r. I2 
Theorem 9.21. r /= A4 : ct implies r t A4 : a. 
Proof. We use the model (A(%‘$/ -, ., f ]I”(%)o), and the environment sy. Let r = 
{?I a}. We get [kqj,, = [A.l[cfl/x']]. [A4js, E I[a]l implies k+ M[d/q : CY by 
Lemma 9.19. So we conclude r k A4 : cc. 0 
I2 By the assumption on bases (see p. 25) we get sr(x) = [c”] whenever x $Z Dom(T). 
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Appendix A 
We introduce a notion of parallel reduction generalizing Definition 3.2.3 of [5]. 
Definition A.l. We define a binary relation +,, on A(%) called parallel reduction as 
follows. 
(1) F+,F; 
(2) if F +P F’, then Ilr.F -+,, Ax.F’; 
(3) if F -+P F’ and G +P G’, then FG dP F’G’; 
(4) if F jP F’ and G +P G’, then (kF)G -+P F’[G’/x]; 
(5) if F +C F’, then F -fP F’ 
(in this case F and F’ are necessarily closed, i.e. they belong to A(‘?&). 
The idea is that if F -+P F’ then F can be reduced to F’ in parallel, i.e. with- 
out reducing new redexes created by previous reductions. Keeping this in mind, the 
following lemma should not be surprising. 
Lemma A.2 If F -+P F’ and G dP G’, then F[G/x] -sP F’[G’/x]. 
Proof. This is proved in [5] for parallel B-reductions by induction on the definition of 
F +P F’. The only new case to take into account is when F -+P F’ is F +C F’. In 
this case there is nothing to prove since F and F’ are closed. 0 
Lemma A.3. +p satisjies the diamond property, i.e. if F hP FI and F +,, Fz, then 
there is an F3 with FI +P F3 and Fz -‘P F3. 
Proof. By induction on the definition of F -+P F,. We adapt the proof of [5, Lemma 
3.2.61 for the parallel /I-reduction. So we consider only the new cases. 
The most interesting case is when F E c “t~‘(%+bt)x, F, E c”jEJbj with J = {i E 
I 1 kf 2’: ai}, and F2 E &‘(‘~+fil)X with X +P X’. Notice that by Theorem 9.7 we 
have that X and X’ have the same types. Then we can take F3 E &J~J. 
IfF+, F1 is PX --fC P, and F +P F2 is PX -+P PX’, then one takes F3 E P. 
IfF + P F1 is (,&“x)G -)P c”G’ (by applying either the B-rule or the rule for c”), 
and F2 is either (Jx.c”x)G” or c“G”, then one can find a common reduct F3 of the 
form PG”‘. 
The other cases are trivial. •i 
Let +; be the transitive closure of +P 
Lemma A.4. 4; is the least reduction relation containing --Pi and +p 
Proof. Let + be the least compatible reflexive relation containing 4~ and --fC and 
let +* be its transitive closure (i.e. -+ * is defined in Definition 9.6). We have the 
inclusions --t C -+P C --f* PC +*. Since -E is the transitive closure of -+P we 
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conclude that --+T, coincides with +*, and therefore it is the least reduction relation 
containing -+c and --+p. 0 
Since -+P has the diamond property also --+> has the diamond property and we have 
thus proved that the least reduction relation containing -+c and -+P is confluent. 
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